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1 ALBERS, JOSEF. Interaction of Color. 3 parts, consisting of a
text volume bound in cloth; 80 loose folders with plates, nearly all of
them silkscreens in color; and a separate commentary in wrappers;
the whole together in a cloth slipcase, as issued. Folio. ‘In 1950
Albers was appointed chairman of the Department of Design at Yale
University.... His students there included Eva Hesse, Robert
Rauschenberg, Kenneth Noland and Richard Anuskiewicz. His
teaching of colour at Yale led to the publication of his renowned treatise ‘Interaction of Color’ (1963), a book that was later translated into
eight languages as one of the major tools of art teaching throughout
the world. In it, Albers investigated the properties of colour...including
the illusory ability of opaque colours to appear translucent and overlapping, which he had begun to explore in 1950 in his best-known
series of works, ‘Homage to the Square,’ on which he was occupied
until his death. These were exhibited all over the world and were the
basis of the first one-person show given to a living artist at The Metropolitan Museum of Art” (Dictionary of Art). A fine copy.
New Haven/London (Yale University Press), 1963.
$6,500.00
2
ALBERT-BIROT, PIERRE. Le catalogue de l’antiquaire. 62,
(2)pp. Contemporary marbled boards, 1/2 cloth with leather label.
Orig. blue wraps. bound in (lightly rubbed). One of 140 copies on
vélin blanc, hand-numbered by Albert-Birot, from the edition of 201 in
all, printed by “SIC” for Jean Budry. Manuscript corrections on pp. 37
and 40, presumably by the author. Albert-Birot, who worked (for
some twenty years) for the antiquaire Édouard Larcade on the
Champs-Élysées, found himself alone as the caretaker of a private
collection of antiques and antiquities in Saint-Germain-en-Laye in the
month of November 1922. His ”peintures à la plume” are Proustian
poetic meditations, tinged with Surrealism, on these objects, which
took on imaginary lives of their own as he fell under their spell.
Together with this, a copy of the 1993 re-edition.
Paris (Éditions Jean Budry et Cie.), 1923.
$450.00
3
ALBERT-BIROT, PIERRE. Image. Premier drame tragique. 32,
(2)pp. Folio. Printed blue wraps. One of 125 copies on vergé pur fil
Lafuma, from the limited edition of 131 in this large format (“in-folio
Écu”), apart from 10 copies in smaller folio and 61 in quarto. An
important presentation copy, boldly inscribed to Michel Tapié, 4
March 1938. Intermittent light foxing.
Paris (Éditions Jean Budry & Cie.), 1924.
$950.00
4
ALBERT-BIROT, PIERRE. Poèmes à l’autre moi. (74)pp. Lrg.
4to. Printed wraps. One of 110 numbered copies on vélin Lafuma “inquarto-carré,” signed by Albert-Birot in the justification, from the limited edition of 174 in all, printed at “l’imprimerie spéciale de Sic pour
les Éditions Jean Budry & Cie.” Éditions Jean Budry seems to have
replaced Éditions Sic as Albert-Birot’s principal publisher in 1923;
here they have been superseded by Éditions Jeanne Bucher whose
label has been pasted over the Budry statement on the title-page.
Paris (Éditions Jean Budry [Éditions Jeanne Bucher]), 1927.
$600.00
Lake, Carlton: Baudelaire to Beckett p. 9
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5
ANDRE, CARL. 144 Blocks and Stones Portland Ore Carl
Andre 1973 PCVA. For Robert Smithson (1938-1973). (42)pp., with
separate title-page, printed on vellum stock, loosely inserted as
issued. Prof. illus. Sq. 4to. Photo-illus. self-wraps. Andre’s tribute to
Robert Smithson, a sculptural installation (exhibited February-March
1973) documented without text in the form of an artist’s book. This
copy with the announcement postcard for the exhibition, with bleed
photograph of the work repeated from (and better printed than) the
cover of the book. A fine copy.
Portland, 1973.
$450.00
6
Berlin. Galerie Michael Werner. GEORG BASELITZ. (40)pp. 24
full-page plates in text. Sm. 4to. Wraps. The catalogue of Baselitz’s
scandalous first exhibition, from which two paintings were seized by
authorities for their obsessive sexual content. Texts by Martin G.
Buttig and Edouard Roditi, together with a statement of congratulation from Herbert Read about the opening of the gallery. Printing
smudge on one page of text, otherwise a fine copy, with the errata
slip tipped-in under front cover.
Berlin [1963].
$250.00
7
BECHER, HILLA & BERNHARD. “Anonyme Industriebauten.” Fotografische Dokumentation.” (In: Deutsche Bauzeitung. 101.
Jahrgang, No. 11. 1. November 1967.) (16)pp. (= pp. 867-882 in a volume
of 1000pp.). 52 photographs (including 3 full-page or larger, 8 half-page).
Folio. Publisher’s cloth. Texts by Hilla and Bernd Becher (in that order)
and Wend Fischer. An important early presentation of the Bechers’ work,
prior to the publication of the limited edition portfolio “Industriebauten”
(1968) and “Anonyme Skulpturen” (1970). Particularly fascinating is the
juxtaposition of the Bechers’ work with that of Jean Tinguely, one of
whose welded sculptures (in an interview with him) has been carefully
reproduced opposite a full-page photograph by the Bechers, a structure
of provocative similarity. Rare.
Stuttgart, 1967.
$1,250.00
8
BIEF. Jonction surréaliste. Directeur: Gérard Leblanc. Nos. 1-12
(all published), bound in 1. 128pp. Prof. illus. Portions printed on tinted stocks. 4to. Publisher’s cloth. Contributions by Arp, Bedouin,
Benayoun, Breton, Mansour, Péret, Schuster, et al.; illustrations of

work by Gorky, Matta and others; monthly questionnaires (“Votre vie
onirique, est-elle plus riche à la campagne qu’è la ville?,” “Quelles
transformations pouvez-vous instantanément envisager pour un
rocher?” After its suspension, sets of “Bief” were bound up by the
publisher in this fashion, preserving all original wrappers, and with an
added index leaf at the end.
Paris (Le Terrain Vague), 1958-1960.
$250.00
Gershman p. 47; Ades p. 434; Milano p. 586f.
9
BLOSSFELDT, KARL. Wundergarten der Natur. Neue Bilddokumente schöner Pflanzenformen. xiii, (1)pp., 120 gravure plates.
Sm. folio. Publisher’s cloth. The second of Blossfeldt’s trio, preceded
by “Urformen der Kunst” in 1928, and followed by “Wunder in der
Natur” in 1942—”three immensely popular, regularly reprinted ‘pictorial documents’ (in Blossfeldt’s prim words).... All three books present
Blossfeldt’s straightforwardly scientific, if greatly magnified, closeups of plant forms as isolated objects of unexpected esthetic delight”
(Roth). Flyleaves very slightly foxed, with light crease; a fresh copy.
Berlin (Verlag für Kunstwissenschaft), 1932.
$2,500.00
The Open Book 106; Cf. Roth p. 48
10 BOLTANSKI, CHRISTIAN. Essais de reconstitution d’objets
ayant appartenu à Christian Boltanski entre 1948 et 1954. 23
mars 1971. (8)pp. 4 halftone photographs. Sm. 4to. Printed selfwraps., stapled as issued. First edition. This early artist’s book by
Boltanski is in fact a catalogue raisonné of his early works, listing 45
items. This is the original, not to be confused with the reprint edition.
Tiny crease from paper clip; very fine. Very rare.
Paris (Galerie Sonnabend), 1971.
$650.00
Flay, Jennifer (ed.): Christian Boltanski: Catalogue: Books, Printed
Matter, Ephemera, 1966-1991 (Köln/Frankfurt, 1992), p. 48
11 BOLTANSKI, CHRISTIAN. L’album photographique de
Christian Boltanski 1948-1956. (36)pp. 32 halftone photographic
plates in text. Loosely inserted, two flyers (each a single sheet, folding to 4pp.) with English and German translations of the captions.
Sm. 4to. Printed self-wraps. Edition of 500 copies.
Hamburg/Paris (Edition Hossmann/ Sonnabend Press), 1972.
$475.00

Rodin, Vuillard and others, in an unnumbered edition of 100 copies.
Leipzig (Insel Verlag), 1900.
$3,000.00
Bouvet, Francis: Bonnard: The Complete Graphic Work (New York,
1981), no. 72; Roger-Marx, Claude: Bonnard lithographe (Monte
Carlo, 1952), no. 74
16 LA BRÈCHE. Action surréaliste. Directeur: André Breton.
Comité de rédaction: Robert Benayoun, Gérard Legrand, José
Pierre, Jean Schuster. Nos. 1-8, octobre 1961 - novembre 1965 (all
published). 73-128pp. per issue. Prof. illus. (partly hors texte). Sm.
4to. Dec. wraps. Texts by Breton, Benayoun, Legrand, Mansour,
Bonoure, Schuster, Pierre, Joubert, Jaguer, Arrabal, Revel, Massot,
Brunius, Alechinsky, Luca, Svanberg, et al. “There are various
reviews affiliated to Surrealism to which Breton contributed, but the
high points of Surrealism after the war are undoubtedly ‘La Brèche’
and ‘Le Surréalisme, Même,’ both produced with that care and precision characteristic of Breton, and with an energy lacking in much
of the painting” (Ades). A fine set.
Paris, 1961-1965.
$600.00
Gershman p. 48; Biro/Passeron p. 63; Ades p, 434f.; Milani p.
587ff.
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12 BOLTANSKI, CHRISTIAN. Recueil de saynètes comiques
interprétées par Christian Boltanski. / Sammlung lustiger Einakter dargestellt von Christian Boltanski./ Collection of comical oneact plays performed by Christian Boltanski. (96)pp. (numbered pp.
482-573). 49 halftone plates in text. Sm. 4to. Publisher’s white
plastic ringbinder; contents loose, as issued. Parallel texts in
French, German and English. Published in conjunction with the
exhibition at the Westfälischer Kunstverein, December 1974, and
prefaced by an essay by Klaus Honnef. An artist’s book, with farcical reënactments by Boltanski of childhood scenes and imaginings.
Münster (Westfälischer Kunstverein), 1974.
$400.00
Flay, Jennifer (ed.): Christian Boltanski: Catalogue: Books, Printed
Matter, Ephemera, 1966-1991 (Köln/Frankfurt, 1992), p. 37

17 BRETON, ANDRÉ. L’amour fou. (Collection Métamorphoses.
III.) 176, (2)pp., 20 plates. Lrg. 8vo. Wraps. First edition: one of
1935 copies. Photographs by Man Ray (7), Brassaï (4), CartierBresson, Dora Maar and others. A fine copy.
Paris (Gallimard), 1937.
$950.00
Gershman p. 8; Biro/Passeron p. 21; Krauss, Rosalind & Livingston, Jane: L’Amour fou: Photography and Surrealism (Washington/New York, 1985)
18 BRETON, ANDRÉ. Gradiva. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). 4to.
Self-wraps. An eloquent text introducing the short-lived gallery at 31
rue de Seine which Breton directed until his departure the following
year for Mexico; Duchamp designed its famous door, a frosted glass
silhouette of embracing lovers. “Dans le beau texte qu’il rédigea pour
présenter au public la galerie...André Breton découvre d’un coup tout
l’éventail des séductions et tentations qu’on est en droit d’attendre
d’un tel lieu” (Biro/Passeron). Handsomely printed on chamois-colored stock. A very fine copy.
Paris, 1937.
$500.00
Sheringham Ac285; Biro/Passeron p. 188; Pompidou: Breton p. 235f.

13 BOLTANSKI, CHRISTIAN. Saynètes comiques. Le baiser
honteux. La première communion. La visite du docteur. L’anniversaire. La toilette du matin. (2), 16ff. 22 halftone illus. Lrg. oblong
4to. Wraps. Artist’s book, published in conjunction with the exposition organized by Europalia 75 France, et al. This is the first edition,
not to be confused with the reprint. Mint.
Bruxelles, 1975.
$250.00
Flay, Jennifer (ed.): Christian Boltanski: Catalogue: Books, Printed
Matter, Ephemera, 1966-1991 (Köln/Frankfurt, 1992), p. 126
14 BOLTANSKI, CHRISTIAN. 20 règles et techniques utilisées
en 1972 par un enfant de 9 ans. Décrites par Christian Boltanski./
20 regler og teknikker anvendt i 1972 af et barn på 9 år. 44, (4)pp.
101 vignette halftone illus. Lrg. 8vo. Printed turquoise wove wraps.
Edition limited to 600 hand-numbered copies, printed at the press
of Poul Kristensen, and published in conjunction with the Daner
Galleriet. Parallel texts in French and Danish. Mint.
Kobenhavn (H.M. Berg), 1975.
$375.00
Flay, Jennifer (ed.): Christian Boltanski: Catalogue: Books, Printed
Matter, Ephemera, 1966-1991 (Köln/Frankfurt, 1992), p. 116
15 BONNARD, PIERRE. Les boulevards. (Bouvet 72; RogerMarx 74.) Original color lithograph on China paper, printed in violet,
dark violet, pink and green. Sheet size: 276 x 352 mm. (ca. 10 7/8
x 13 7/8 inches). Framed. Published in the portfolio “Das Mappenwerk der Insel,” along with other original prints by Denis, Ensor,
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19 (BROUWN) Frankfurt. Galerie Loehr. Bloomsday 64. Actions/
agitpop dé-coll/age happening/ texte/ Stanley Brouwn/ Bazon Brock/
Franz Mon/ Tomas Schmidt/ Wolf Vostell. (32)pp. Prof. illus. throughout with enlarged halftone photographs from happenings, tabloid
newspapers, television screens, and other sources; as well as
enlarged typographical statements. Oblong 4to. Dec. self-wraps.,
stapled as issued. The full title (as reassembled here) is taken from
a poster-style design which is split into four lateral sections, each on
a separate page, out of sequence somewhere in the volume. Texts,
reproduced from typescripts, by Brouwn (“A short manifest”), Karalus, Brock, Artmann, and Nam June Paik. Illustrations include very
early documents of Brown, shown sitting on a chair which stands on
a pedestal, dressed in a shirt and tie, being stuck into a plastic bag;
photographs of Paik (by Dick Higgins) and of a televised Vostell happening (by Peter Moore); a décollage poster by Mon; and other
images. Fine condition. Rare.
Frankfurt, 1964.
$450.00
20 BULLETIN INTERNATIONAL DU SURRÉALISME [NO. 1].
Publié par le Groupe surréaliste en Tchécoslovaquie. Prague, le 9
avril 1935./ Mezinárodní buletin surrealismu. Vydala Skupina surrealistu v CSR. Praha, 9. duben 1935. 12pp. 4 illus. 4to. Self-wraps.
Parallel texts in Czech and French. With extensive quotation from
Breton and Eluard, who, at the invitation of the Czech group, visited
Prague early in 1935, where they were lionized by the Communist
Party press. Declarations by Vítezslav Neval and others; illus. of
work by Styrsky and Toyen. A very fine, fresh copy.
Prague, 1935.
$750.00
Gershman p. 48; Rubin 458; Reynolds p. 108; Jean p. 263
21 BUREN, DANIEL. D’une impression l’autre. (1), 30, (2)ff., with
30 full-page original color serigraphs by Buren, each facing a tippedin original color photograph (29 by Buren, 1 by André Morin) of a
Buren installation. Serigraphs: 350 x 520 mm. (13 3/4 x 20 1/2 inches). Photographs: 112 x 147 mm. (4 x 5 3/4 inches). Original guards
loosely inserted as issued. Oblong folio. Publisher’s embossed cloth
(slightly dusty). Edition limited to 95 copies, signed, numbered and
dated 10.3.83 in pen by the artist in the justification.
Buren’s searching introduction (printed in parallel English and
French), meditates on the nature of photographic reality, and human
memory, the subjects of his project. “What is left of a given visual
work that cannot be kept as such, nor looked at again, unless it is
fully reconstructed? Occasionally, a recollection in the memory of
those who saw it, or else photographic documents which will one day
revive fading memories, or inform those who were unable at the time
to see the work from which these photographs originate. We all know
that memory is often flimsy and failing, that recollections dull with
time, and that, if it is difficult both to trust in the memory of human
beings and to judge or rely on it too much, the fortunately exists. The
‘souvenir-photo’ to be precise. But what about the photograph’s
memory? Does it faithfully reproduce? Is this evidence reliable?...

From the sensitive film printed in the cibachrome printing process on
paper, one serigraphically prints in turn on the right-hand pages, the
colours revealed beforehand by the photograph of the left-hand
page, and one obtains colours which, far from restoring those of the
original (reality), move radically away from it to create a new entity,
constituting in turn a new work—the present publication.”
“L’example le plus significatif de ce travail de contamination du livre
de bibliophilie par le livre d’artiste est sans contexte ‘D’une impression l’autre’ de Daniel Buren. A contre-courant de sa pratique ordinaire, il réalise un livre somptueux qui confronte des photographies
de ses oeuvres éphemères (initialement sur papier sérigraphié) et
des sérigraphies tirés pour le livre à partir de ces reproductions photographiques. L’idée première de Buren est de mettre par là en évidence l’infidèle fidelité de la reproduction. Mais s’y ajoute le préssentiment qu’avec le temps, les pigments respectifs de la sérigraphie et
du cibachrome évoluant à des rythmes différents, s’instaurera un
décalage supplémentaire.... Non sans perversité, Buren, une fois de
plus, brouille les frontières et retrouve avec ce livre une des perspectives les plus originales du livre d’artiste: inscrire la création
dans le temps, temps social, temps de l’oeuvre et de son effacement,
temps de la lecture” (Moeglin-Delcroix).
Neuchâtel (Éditions Média & Daniel Buren), 1983.
$7,000.00
Moeglin-Delcroix, Anne: Livres d’artistes (Paris: Centre Pompidou,
1985), p. 15 (illus.)
22 (COURBET) La mort de Jeannot. Les frais du culte. Avec quatre dessins de Gustave Courbet. 29, (1)pp. 4 wood-engraved illus.
after Courbet. Lrg. 8vo. Wraps. “‘La mort de Jeannot,’ ‘Les curés en
goguette,’ sont deux brochures, on pourrait dire deux pamphlets anticléricaux, d’abord publiés en Belgique, à Bruxelle, en 1868, à l’occasion de la montre d’un ensemble de ses oeuvres que Courbet avait
faite à une exposition, à Gand. Les deux brochures ont été rééditées
à Paris, en 1884..... La brochure ‘La mort de Jeannot’ contient cinq
dessins de Courbet, gravés sur bois, illustrant l’histoire d’un ancien
officier et d’une femme, sa compagne, victimes d’un couvent”
(Duret). Unopened. Pale waterstaining throughout.
Paris (Chez tous les libraires [Imp. C. Marpon et E. Flammarion]),
n.d.
$650.00
Duret, Théodore: Courbet (Paris, 1918), p. 141
23 (COURBET) Les curés en goguette. Avec six dessins de Gustave Courbet. 31, (1)pp. 6 wood-engraved illus. after Courbet. Lrg.
8vo. Wraps. “‘Les curés en goguette’ on au frontispice une gravure
sur bois, d’après le tableau ‘Le retour de la conférence’ et cinq
autres gravures, d’après des dessins de Courbet, ou les ‘curés,’
sont montrés sous des traits encore plus désobligeants que dans le
‘Retour de la conférence’” (Duret). Unopened. Pale waterstaining
throughout.
Paris (Chez tous les libraires [Imp. C. Marpon et E. Flammarion]),
n.d.
$650.00
Duret, Théodore: Courbet (Paris, 1918), p. 141
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24 (DADA PAPILLONS) Köln. Brauhaus Winter. Two unrecorded
papillons advertising the reopening of the Dada Vorfrühling
exhibition in Köln, after its closing by the police in April 1919.
[I:] “DADA siegt! Schildergasse 37.” [II:] “DADA ist für ruhe./
Schildergasse 37.” 2 individual papillons, printed in black in multiple typefaces on lightweight buff-colored paper (versos blank). Each
ca. 67 x 115 mm. (2 5/8 x 4 1/2 inches). “Dada siegt” with miniscule
clean tear at left edge; “Dada ist für ruhe” almost invisibly rejoined
(on the verso) along a central cut.
These two little ephemera are to our knowledge completely
unrecorded, and unique in being the only examples of papillons in
the history of German Dada. They derive directly from the text and
typography of the magnificent poster designed by Max Ernst for the
reopening of the Dada Vorfrühling exhibition, shortly after it was
closed down by the police for public indecency. Whereas the poster
triumphantly proclaims the “Wiederöffnung der polizeilich
geschlossenen Ausstellung,” these papillons are much more sly:
simply the statements ‘Dada triumphs’ and ‘Dada is for order,’ and
an address: nothing further to explain that there is an exhibition.
They are teasers for the curious.
“This dada exhibition has spawned more anecdotes than any other,
some of them contradictory. Certainly it opened, and ended, turbulently, and was equally eventful while it was running.... [It] was
organized hurriedly, as a separate manifestation after the montages
and sculptures by Ernst and Baargeld had been removed from a
juryless exhibition organised by the Artists’ Union of Cologne in the

Museum of Decorative Arts. They hired a glass-roofed court partly
exposed to the rain at the rear of the Brasserie Winter, reached
through the gentlemen’s lavatory. Visitors were challenged to
destroy what they didn’t like, and everything stolen and destroyed
was constantly replaced. Several of the works which disappeared
were reproduced in “Die Schammade”: Baargeld’s ‘Antropofiler
Bandwurm,’ a relief construction of odds and ends like a frying pan,
cog, springs and a bell, and Ernst’s wire sculpture, which has certain similarities with Janco’s ‘Construction,’ reproduced in the
Zürich ‘Dada’ 1. The critics tended to be bemused” (Ades). The
public, however, appears more than anything else to have been
disoriented. It seems that the manifestation which most scandalized the audience was not the spectacle of a young girl in first communion dress reciting obscene poetry, but a “pornographic” image
reported to the police which, on investigation, proved to be a reproduction of Dürer’s ‘Adam and Eve’ incorporated in an Ernst collage.
Of utmost rarity.
Köln, 1919.
$7,500.00
Cf., regarding the Dada-Vorfrühling exhibition: Dada Global 133134; Ades p. 105f.; Stokes, Charlotte & Foster, Stephen C. (eds.):
Dada Cologne, Hanover (Crisis and the Arts: The History of Dada,
Vol. 3, New York, 1997), p. 52ff.; Pompidou: Dada p. 272, illus.
273.3-5; Washington: Dada: p. 231, illus. 222; Kölnischer Kunstverein: Von Dadamax zum Grüngürtel: Köln in der zwanziger
Jahren (1975), p. 30ff.; Kölnischer Kunstverein: Max Ernst in Köln:
die rheinische Kunstszene bis 1922 (1980), p. 171ff.

25 DEVETSIL. Revolucní sborník. J. Seifert & K. Teige, editors.
202, (6)pp. Prof. illus. 4to. Contemporary boards, 1/4 cloth. Texts by
J. Seifert, V. Nezval, K. Teige, J. Cocteau, I. Goll, I. Erenburg, A.
Cerník, A.M. Písa, et al.; illus. of work by Léger, Chagall, Lipchitz,
Archipenko, Zadkine, Shterenberg, Teige, and others. Conclusion in
parallel French, Russian and German. The ‘Revolutionary Almanac’
of the Czech-based Devetsil group (‘Union internationale des artistes
d’avant-garde révolutionaire’), founded in 1920 and focused on radical political progress, social and technological utopia, and the creation of a new role for the artist in society. “While the opening chapter, ‘New Proletarian Art,’ written by Teige and Seifert at the beginning
of 1922, promotes the ideas of Devetsil’s first phase, the closing
chapter, ‘Art Today and Tomorrow’ (Seifert), opens new perspectives
on international modernism and in many respects takes a quite opposite view” (Frantiszek Smejkal, in Oxford). Inner front hinge split.
Praha (V. Vortel), 1922.
$650.00
Primus 12, illus. 1; Oxford, Museum of Modern Art: Devetsil: Czech
avant-garde art, architecture and design of the 1920s and 30s
(1990); Houston, Museum of Fine Arts: Czech Modernism 1900-1945
(1989), p. 26ff. (cf. p. 66 for Kamil Novotny)
26 DOISNEAU, ROBERT. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. (34)pp. 12 full-page plates,
and double-page photographic endpapers at front and back, all printed in photogravure. Colored decorative numerals in text. Design by
Albert Plécy. 4to. Photo-illus. wraps. (over plain boards). Acetate d.j.
First edition. A counting book for children, with photographs by Doisneau of things of a child’s world: two kittens, three ducklings, eleven
candles, twelve eggs. Tiny crease at top edge of jacket; a very fine,
fresh copy.
Lausanne (La Guilde du Livre/ Éditions Clairefontaine), 1955.
$650.00
27 DUCHAMP, MARCEL & HALBERSTADT, V. L’opposition et
les cases conjuguées sont reconciliées par M. Duchamp et V.
Halberstadt. / Opposition und Schwesterfelder..../ Opposition and
Sister Squares.... 112, (1)ff. 259 chessboard diagrams, printed in red
and black (of which 8 full-page, printed on glassine). 2 errata slips.
Lrg. sq. 4to. Printed wraps., designed by Duchamp. Acetate d.j. Edition limited to 1000 copies. Parallel texts in French, German and
English. Together with: “Le monde des echecs. Serie Nº 1.” 16 photographic portraits of chess masters, printed in blue-tinted photogravure, loose, as issued, within printed folder (with separate contents
leaf). Plate size: 16 x 24 cm. (6 1/4 x 9 1/2 inches). Bruxelles
(L’Échiquier), 1933.
Duchamp, who had taken part in international chess tournaments
during the preceding five years, devoted this treatise to an endgame
problem of, as he put, it, almost utopian rarity. An extract was published in “Le surréalisme au service de la révolution,” no. 2 (Summer
1930), and the work was subsequently discussed by Pierre de Massot in “Orbes,” Series II, No. 2 (Summer 1933). Massot gave the following account of the method by which Duchamp arrived at the elegantly restrained distortion of the cover typography: “Set up in the
zinc stencil letters...the title was placed between two plates of glass,
which were tilted at an angle and exposed to the sun. The uncon-
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trolled deformation produced on the ground by the sun’s rays passing through the cut-out parts of the letters was photographed by
Duchamp, who afterwards made a negative from this photograph
which was stereotyped.”
This copy of the book is accompanied by the portfolio of loose photographs of leading chess masters, issued by the same publishers in
February of the following year. This includes a very suave plate by
Man Ray of Duchamp and Halberstadt facing one another, looking
down at what must be a chessboard out of view; between them, floating emblematically in the background, a chessboard tilted on one
corner. Both the book and the portfolio in mint condition.
Paris/ Bruxelles (Éditions de l’Echiquier), 1932.
$2,750.00
Schwarz 430; Lebel 52, 83, 172-3, no. 165; Naumann 4.17
28 (DUCHAMP/ MAN RAY) New York. Julien Levy Gallery. Exhibition Man Ray. Objects of My Affection. April 1945. (4)pp. (single
sheet, folding). Printed in blue on cream-colored heavy wove stock,
with front cover by Duchamp. Lrg. 4to. Dec. self-wraps. With two
texts by Man Ray, an introductory statement, and “Objects of My
Affection.” “Approximately a month after the ‘View’ issue appeared,
another design by Duchamp graced the cover of Man Ray’s ‘Objects
of My Affection,’ a show held at the Julien Levy Gallery during the
month of April 1945. The image Duchamp selected was a movie still,
a detail, Julien Levy later explained, of ‘a black couple kissing’ taken
from a film by Hackenschmid which represented ‘the first real kiss in
the annals of the cinema.’ Duchamp blew up the detail to such an
extent that the heads are reduced to silhouette and (like a work by
Roy Lichtenstein some twenty years later) there is no effort to disguise the resulting Benday dot pattern….” (Francis M. Naumann). A
pristine copy. Very rare.
New York, 1945.
$3,000.00
Schwartz 510; Naumann, Francis M.: Marcel Duchamp: The Art of
Making Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction (New York, 1999)
6.17

Spies-Leppien 96B; Paris. Centre Georges Pompidou: Iliazd (1978),
p. 116 (bibliography by François Chapon); Firenze. Biblioteca
Nazionale Centrale: I libri de Iliazd, dall’avanguardia russa alla scuola di Parigi (1991), no. 23 ; Rainwater, Robert (ed.): Max Ernst:
Beyond Surrealism (New York, 1986), no. 83, p. 182f. (text by Anne
Hyde Greet)
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29 (EGGELING, VIKING) MA. Aktivista Folyóirat. Vol. VI, No. 8.
Editor: Lajos Kassák. (16)pp. (numbered 102-116). 10 illus., all of
designs by Viking Eggeling and Hans Richter. Lrg. 4to. Dec. selfwraps., printed in green and black with a design by Eggeling. Contributions (in Hungarian throughout) by Eggeling, Kassák, Tzara and
others. This issue is devoted to the work of the experimental abstract
filmmaker and artist Viking Eggeling, who personally participated in
its production, and contributed what is perhaps his most important
text, ‘Theoretical Presentation of the Art of Movement.’ This manifesto is illustrated with four stages of his first scroll drawing, ‘Horizontal-Vertical Orchestra I,’ which served as a synopsis or score for
his initial film experiments. “In 1921 Eggeling had an article published
in the Hungarian journal ‘MA,’ ‘Elvi Fejtegések a Mozgómuvészetrol,’
in which he set out the basis of his aesthetic. It included a discussion
of Generalbass, a crucial concept for Eggeling, which he drew from
music, and reflected his desire to forge a ‘Generalbass der Malerei’
by the use of a universal language” (Dictionary of Art). Wraps. partly
detached and slightly dusty, but a very nice copy.
Wien, 1921.
$1,800.00
O’Konor, Louise: Viking Eggeling 1880-1925: Artist and Film-Maker,
Life and Work (Stockholm, 1971), pp. 48, 87ff.

31 FEININGER, LYONEL. Kirche. 1918. (Prasse W1.I.) Sheet
size: 218 x 265 mm. (ca. 8 1/2 x 10 1/2 inches), on tan wove tissue.
Slightly irregular at right margin. Signed and inscribed in pencil
“Lyonel Feininger Kirchplatz” beneath the image. Right margin irregularly cropped; inch-long marginal loss at center of lower edge, small
loss at lower right corner. Feininger’s first woodcut (also known as
“Kirchplatz”). Prasse records two states: the first known in 4 proofs
(on two different papers), and the second known in proofs (on yellow
tissue paper, carbon-copy paper, and Mino copy paper) and an
unsigned deluxe edition of 100 numbered copies on handmade
paper; it was also published in “Die rote Erde” Jahrgang I, Heft 2, July
1919, and there was a trade edition from the original block, with the
printed statement beneath, “Lyonel Feininger Originalholzschnitt.”
This appears to be an intermediate proof state, printed between
Prasse’s first and second states, differing in details of the church
spire, buildings in the right foreground, and in various parts of the sky.
The paper may possibly be the yellow tissue recorded for proofs of
the second state. The signature conforms with one reproduced by
Prasse for the years 1919-1940.
Berlin, 1918.
$8,000.00
32 FELIXMÜLLER, CONRAD. Felixmüller und Frau Londa. Vermählte. (Söhn 138.) Original lithograph, printed in black on buff-colored imitation Japan paper. Sheet size: 231 x 165 mm. (ca. 9 1/8 x 6
1/2 inches). Indistinct pencilled notation (seemingly a limitation number) at lower left. Felixmüller made this double portrait as a wedding
announcement (mentioning below his wife’s maiden name); this is his
own copy. Rare; Söhn suggests the edition was about 50 copies; few
have survived. Felixmüller estate stamp “Nachlass C. Felixmüller” on
the verso. Some creasing, tiny puncture at upper right.
Dresden, 1918.
$4,500.00
Söhn, Gerhart: Conrad Felixmüller: das graphische Werk, 1912-1974
(Düsseldorf, 1975), no. 138

30 (ERNST) Iliazd [Ilia Zdanevitch]. L’art de voir de Guillaume
Tempel. (44)pp. 1 original etching and aquatint by Max Ernst, signed
in pencil, printed in dark brown on japon ancien (loosely inserted, as
issued). 12 photographic figs. in text. Tall narrow 4to. (315 x 125
mm.; 12 3/8 x 5 inches). Dec. grey wrapper, with matching brown
envelope. Contents loose, as issued. Edition limited to 70 numbered
copies in all, signed and numbered by Iliazd in the justification. Etching printed by Georges Visat.
Published in conjunction with an exhibition of “Maximiliana” at Le
Point Cardinal, this little book by Iliazd documents his researches on
Wilhelm Tempel, a nineteenth-century German astronomer and
lithographer, whose remarkable discoveries (including the planetoid
Maximiliana) were ignored by the scientific establishment. “For Ernst
and for Iliazd, Tempel was not only a heroic figure..; he represented
in its widest sense the creative artist’s credo or belief in l’art de voir,
‘the art of seeing,’ despite a technological society’s faith in
machines....In ‘L’art de voir’... Iliazd recounts the results of his
painstaking research on Tempel, and tells of the disappointed hopes,
the outright rejections that followed each of Tempel’s discoveries.
One might find a parallel with his own books, none of which, including ‘Maximiliana,’ met with much success when it first appeared”
(Anne Hyde Greet).
Paris (Iliazd), 1964.
$4,500.00
30
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33 FELIXMÜLLER, CONRAD. Otto Rühle, sprechend. (Söhn
214.) Original lithograph, printed in black on smooth white paper,
signed, dated and numbered in pencil “Felixmüller 1920/ 11/75” by
the artist. Image size: 700 x 400 mm. Sheet size: 760 x 520 mm.; visible 742 x 495 mm. (ca. 29 1/4 x 19 1/2 inches) within mat; unexamined out of frame. Söhn, who describes this as a transfer lithograph
from a drawing, notes that nearly the entire edition of this rare print
was destroyed. “Vorzeichnung auf Umdruckpapier und auf dem Stein
durchgearbeitet. Nahezu gesamte Auflage vernichtet.” The print was
reproduced in “Die Aktion,” X. Jahrgang, Heft 39/40 (2 October
1920). Small losses along lower edge, with associated short tears
(closed clean tear into the date); closed tears at upper edge.
Dresden, 1920.
$12,500.00
Söhn, Gerhart: Conrad Felixmüller: das graphische Werk, 1912-1974
(Düsseldorf, 1975), no. 214
34 FELIXMÜLLER, CONRAD. Friedrich August Bad Klotzsche.
(Söhn 726 [N].) Original color woodcut, printed in red, green, blue
and purple on buff-colored wove stock, in poster format. Signed in
blue ink at lower left. Sheet size: 425 x 306 mm. (16 3/4 x 12 inches), slightly irregular. The unique surviving example of this poster
for a commercial swimming pool and recreation center. Featuring
charming teenage figures and a putto-like little boy with a ball, it was
unknown to Söhn when his catalogue raisonné went to print, and was
later published and reproduced by him in his 1980 addenda. As
noted there, this example was also published and reproduced in
“Conrad Felixmüller 1897-1977: Prints and Drawings from the Collection of Dr. Ernst and Anne Fischer” (Charlottesville: University of
Virginia Art Museum, 1979), no. 46, and shown in the accompanying
exhibition, at the Busch-Reisinger Museum, Harvard University
32
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(Sept.-Oct. 1979) and the University of Virginia Art Museum (Nov.Dec. 1979). Bright, fresh condition.
Dresden, circa 1925.
$12,500.00
Söhn, Gerhart: Conrad Felixmüller: Das graphische Werk 19751977, und Ergänzungen zum Hauptkatalog 1912-1974 (Düsseldorf,
1970), no. 726 (N)
35 (FLAVIN) Basel. Kunsthalle Basel & Kunstmuseum Basel. Fünf
Installationen in fluoreszierendem Licht von Dan Flavin./ Zeichnungen, Diagramme, Druckgraphik 1972 bis 1975 und zwei Installationen in fluoreszierendem Licht von Dan Flavin. März-April 1975.
Catalogue by Carlo Huber and Franz Meyer. (108)pp. Numerous.
illus. (1 color). Sq. 4to. Wraps., designed with the artist’s collaboration. Joint catalogue of the two companion exhibitions. Mint.
Basel, 1975.
$150.00
36 (FLUXUS) Brochure Prospectus for Fluxus Yearboxes. [Version A.] (8)pp., the interior printed on a leaf of orange stock. Oblong
4to. Marbled olive-green self-wraps., boldly printed with the word
“Fluxus” (calligraphed with a brush) in black on the front cover. First
edition. As noted by Jon Hendricks in “Fluxus Codex,” this first version of the prospectus was printed in time for distribution to the audience at the “Kleines Sommerfest” at the Galerie Parnass, Wuppertal, on 9 June 1962, which was the first public presentation of the
plans of Fluxus. In it, the first page, reversed out so that the text
appears in orange on a black background, reproduces traditional
dictionary definitions of the word ‘flux’ (including its derivation from
the Latin ‘fluxus’); the second page contains a characteristically
beautiful typographic collage by Maciunas of its subjects (antiart,
automatism, dadaism, lettrism, nihilism, etc.) and an international
roster of its editorial committee; and pages 3-4 contain complete
tables of contents for the first seven yearboxes (in which nos. 6

and 7—the Italian/English/Austrian Yearbox, and the East European Yearbox, respectively—include certain contributors and titles
still “to be determined” at this date). This prospectus precedes a
second version (Version B), printed in October, in which the interior
text is printed on newsprint, with alterations. Mint. An historic publication, extremely rare.
Ehlhalten, West Germany, 1962.
$2,250.00
Silverman 541.1 ff.; Fluxus Codex p. 91f. (illus.)
37 (FLUXUS) Maciunas, George. Subscription Announcement
for “An Anthology.” This prepublication annnouncement, wittily
designed by George Maciunas as a three-dimensional object,
probably dates from late 1962 or early 1963; the book itself, edited by La Monte Young, finally appeared in 1963. Printed on both
sides of a folded strip of card, the ends of which are glued together, it takes the shape of a four-sided cube, open at the top and bottom (from which one can look into the printed interior); it can also
be collapsed into a flat panel. Its marvelous typography is similar
to that designed by Maciunas for the prospectus for the Fluxus
Yearboxes late in 1962. The text on the exterior contains the start
of the title, “An Anthology of,” as well as ordering information (from
La Monte Young); the rest of the title appears, finely tumbled on
two panels of the interior: “chance operations, concept art, anti-art,
meaningless work, natural disasters, interdeterminacy, improvisation, stories, diagrams, music, dance constructions, compositions,
poetry, essays, plans of action, mathematics,” followed by the full
list of its distinguished contributors. One of the outside panels is
also given to an antique botanical illustration, reversed out whiteon-black; and one of those inside to a turn-of-the-century photograph of the Yale football team, stolidly posed on a floor of fake
grass. Very rare.
New York, 1962/1963.
$850.00
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38 (FLUXUS) “g.brecht.d.higgins.a.knowles.c.moorman.d.rot
will/ just/drink/or/perhaps/do/something/or/not,in museumcollegeofartphiladelphia5-7pm16october1964&&1984&&1994&&” 1f.
(verso blank). Stencilled text on white card stock. 30 x 80 mm. (1
3/16 x 3 1/8 inches). This enchanting minutium, printed to look as
though it were hand-typed, announces a performance on 16 October
1964 which is to be repeated twenty and thirty (and “&&”) years later.
Part of its handmade appearance derives from the x-ing out of the
name of Nam June Paik in the list. Very fine. Extremely rare.
N.p., 1964.
$350.00
39 (FLUXUS) Fluxus cc Valise eTRangleE. Fluxus No. 3. March,
1964. Edited by Fluxus Editorial Council. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding), printed in black on white stock. 570 x 445 mm. (22 1/2 x 17 1/2
inches). Prof. illus. Tabloid folio. The third issue of the Fluxus newspaper. “These temporarily replaced the yearboxes as a faster
means of propagandizing the movement and distributing new works;
resulted in 9 issues, plus 2 after Maciunas’s death. Each issue is different in content and intent, variously including scores, pieces and
ads for Fluxus works, posters for Fluxus concerts, and photoreportage of past performances” (Phillpot/Hendricks). This issue
includes Henry Flynt’s “Primary Study” essay, a double-page Barnum & Bailey-styled advertisement (designed by Maciunas) for 12
Fluxus concerts at the Fluxhall, Canal Street, April 11th to May 23rd,
with performances by Paik, Brecht, Williams, Shiomi, Patterson,
Higgins, Watts, Knowles, La Monte Young, Vautier, Maciunas, Ligeti,
and others), as well as Flux Horn (Handy Order form for Fluxus editions, also by Maciunas); George Brecht’s collage of found texts
“River Wax” (“Jury Blames Wind” etc.); and other contributions by
Paik, Filliou, Vautier and Zazeela. Folded, with very slight darkening
in small portion of top fold.
New York, 1966.
$1,800.00
Silverman 551; Fluxus Codex p. 94f. (illus.); Phillpot/Hendricks 16
40 (FLUXUS) Fluxus Vacuum TRapEzoid. Fluxus No. 5. March,
1965. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding), printed in black on brown
stock. 560 x 430 mm. (22 x 17 inches). Prof. illus. Tabloid folio.
The fifth issue of the Fluxus newspaper, edited and designed by
George Maciunas, with a page given to George Brecht. “These
temporarily replaced the yearboxes as a faster means of propagandizing the movement and distributing new works; resulted in 9
issues, plus 2 after Maciunas’s death. Each issue is different in
content and intent, variously including scores, pieces and ads for
Fluxus works, posters for Fluxus concerts, and photo-reportage of
past performances” (Phillpot/Hendricks). This issue, dramatically
illustrated with mid-nineenth-century wood-engravings and woodblock typefaces, includes a full-page poster for the Perpetual
Fluxfest on Sundays that summer at the Cinemathèque (Yoko
Ono, Eric Andersen, Ben Vautier, et al.), full-page mail order
advertisements for the Fluxshop (Fluxus Yearboxes, Fluxkit, Fluxchess, Fluxorgan, and other pieces by Chieko Shiomi, Robert
Watts, Joe Jones, Ayo, Vautier, Alison Knowles, George Brecht,
and others); and, last, a “River Wax” Science page: “a special
report by the Yam Festival Research Laboratories,” with strange
technical arcana (“Initial Uptake of Silica by Excised Barley Roots,”
“Friction between Feet and Ground”) intermingled with faux-commercial come-ons and remarks (“Are You as Smooth in Hoboken
as You Are in Louisville?,” “You may be the first scientist whose
information problemns can’t be helped”) and peculiar photographic and wood-engraved figures. Never folded, and in extremely fine,
fresh condition.
New York, 1966.
$1,800.00
Silverman 557; Fluxus Codex p. 96f. (illus.); Phillpot/Hendricks 21
41 GLOS PLASTYKÓW. Miesiecznik ilustrowany poswiecony
sztuce plastycznej. [Czasopismo ilustrowane poswiecone sztuce
plastycznej.] Wydawnictwo Zwiazku Zawodowego Polskich Artystów Plastyków w Krakowie./ Revue artistique, rédigée et et éditée
par l’Association Professionnelle des Artistes Polonais. Vol. IV, No.
VII-XII - Vol. VI, No. 1, 1937-1938. 96, 126, 97, 135pp. Prof. illus.
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Lrg. 4to. Self-wraps. (a bit worn). A consecutive partial run of this
influential Kraków monthly review, ‘Artists’ Voices,’ focused on Polish art, though with articles on other European topics. Contributors
include members of the Krakow avant-garde, including Tytus
Czyzewski (‘My Formism,’ ‘Poem on Painting,’ ‘French “Art Vivant”
at the Petit Palais,’ and the regular feature ‘Letter from Warsaw’),
Leon Chwistek (‘The Creative Force of Formism’), S.I. Witkiewicz
(‘The Balance of Formism’). Texts in Polish, with tables of contents
in parallel French and Polish. Extremely rare: OCLC lists only the
Nukat Union Catalogue of Polish Libraries.
Krakow, 1937-1938.
$1,000.00
42 (HEARTFIELD, JOHN) AIZ (“Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung”).
Vol. IX, Jahrgang 1930. Nos. 1-52. 1039, (1)pp. Most prof. illus. in
sepia gravure. Folio. Publisher’s red cloth, with the A-I-Z monogram on front cover (bindings a bit chafed at spine, and slightly
worn). 1930 was the first year of Heartfield’s participation in “AIZ,”
and he contributed 11 full-page photomontages to the volume,
including a number of classic images from the series. Among them
are “Whoever Reads Bourgeois Newspapers Becomes Blind and
Deaf. Away with the Stultifying Bandages!” (the cabbage-head
man wrapped in newspapers); “Forced Supplier of Human Material” (a pregnant woman before the corpse of a soldier); “Vandervelde, or The Absolute Lack of Shame”; “MacDonald - Socialism”; “Solar Eclipse over the ‘Liberated’ Rhine” (monumental helmet hovering in a darkened sky); “Germany Is Not Yet Lost!”; “The
Dead Parliament” (the number 48 montaged over the empty seats
of the parliament); “Hurrah, Hurrah! Here’s the Brüning Father
Christmas!” (Nazi Christmas tree); and “A New Year!” (a blacksmith’s hands at a forge, alluding to the “Internationale”).
Berlin, 1930.
$6,500.00
Evans, David. John Heartfield: AIZ/VI, 1930-1938 (New York: Kent
Fine Art, 1992), nos. 1/30-11/30.; Siepmann p. 144ff.

43 HECKEL, ERICH. Matrose. (Dube L247.) Original lithograph,
printed in black on buff wove stock. 326 x 270 mm. (ca. 12 3/4 x 10
5/8 inches). Signed and titled below image “Erich Heckel/ Lithogr.
Handdruck/ Ostend 1917/ Matrose” and inscribed by him in lower
margin, “Für Herrn und Frau Dr. Mayer/ von Erich und Siddi Heckel.”
This would appear to be an undescribed intermediate state between
the two states described by Dube, in which—here—the background
to the right of the sailor’s neck is darker than in the second state,
though the line of his nose is not broken (dropped), as it is in the first.
Elisabeth Mayer, to whom this copy is inscribed, was famous for her
friendships with Benjamin Britten and W.H. Auden, and her prominence in the art communities of the Weimar Republic and the English musical scene. Provenance: Elisabeth Mayer; Beate Sauerlander (daughter of Elisabeth Mayer); private collection, Massachusetts.
A fine impression in excellent condition (unexamined out of frame).
Ostend, 1917.
$8,500.00
Dube, Annemarie & Wolf-Dieter: Erich Heckel: Das graphische Werk
(New York, 1974), Vol. II, p. 30 no. 247
44 HIGGINS, DICK. Dossier of fourteen mimeographed texts
and scripts for early happenings, performance pieces, and
musical events, 1959-1965. All 4to., stapled self-wraps., as issued.
Nos. 2-8 below are all copyrighted “Richard C. Higgins, 423 Broadway, New York 13, NY” on the cover. Contents as follows:
[1] Useful Stanzas. A passage from___(A) to___(B) by Dick Higgins
and ___(C). (2)ff. (the second leaf blurrily printed). On slightly taller
stock than the others, with central fold.The two pieces are dated New
Year’s Eve 1959 and July 1959. [2] Constellations and Contributions.
Copyright 1961. 6ff. Ten pieces, including “Constellation for Five Performers” and “Constellation for Orchestra. [3] The Musical Wig.
Copyright 1961. 21ff., with line-drawn illustrations, diagrams and
remarks, plus separate Errata and Addenda (on blue stock). Five
pieces, dated between 1958 and 1960. Front cover dusty. [4] One
Hundred Plays. Copyright 1961. iv, (1), 102pp., with line-drawn illustrations and diagrams (including front and back covers). [5] New
Poems (June 1959 - January 1962). Copyright 1962. (2), 9ff. (2 on
yellow stock), with 2 line-drawn illustrations (including front cover).
[6] The Tart, or Miss America. A scherzo or maybe a sermon of some
kind. Copyright 1963. 8ff., printed on blue stock. “Revised version,
June 17th, 1962.” [7] I wonder if these are my last pieces. Copyright
1963. (1), 6ff., printed on yellow stock. [8] Non-Performance Pieces.
Copyright 1963. (2), 19ff., printed on green and blue stocks. [9]
Seven Lectures. 2ff., printed on pink stock. The texts are dated
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between “Around May 1957” and May 23rd, 1963. [10] Two Hundred
and Sixteen Basic Cuing Situations. 5, (1)ff., printed mostly on green
stock. [11] Hrusalk (Khrooshalk), an opera au gogo. 2ff., printed on
yellow stock. [12] Employment Questionnaire. 1f. (verso blank),
printed on yellow stock. [13] London. 1f. (verso blank), printed on yellow stock. A piece dated Summer 1963, to be reperformed at the corner of Broadway and Canal Street on October 26th, 1963. [14] Program. Three Happenings by Dick Higgins. Sunnyside Garden Ballroom and Wrestling Arena, April 17th and 18th, 1965. 1f., printed on
both sides, with full-page “Blurb” on the verso. The pieces include
“The Tart” (performed by Meredith Monk, Ay-O, Joe Jones, Alison
Knowles, Al Hansen, and others), “Solo for Florence and Orchestra,”
and “Celestialis for Bengt af Klintberg (Hansen, Higgins, Knowles,
Monk, et al). Recorded in “Happening & Fluxus” as 17.04.65.
New York, 1959-1965.
$2,000.00
45 HÖCH, HANNAH. “1933 umgezogen nach der Rubensstr.
66.” Original linoleum cut, printed in black on cream card stock. 90 x
106 mm. (ca. 3 1/2 x 5 1/8 inches). A charming moving announcement by Hannah Höch and her companion, the Dutch writer Til
Brugmann. The two women are shown marching down the street in
Berlin to their new home, (together with their cat Ninn), Brugmann
carrying a suitcase and Höch an easel, with a canvas under her other
arm. Höch and Brugmann were a couple for some nine years, from
1926 (four years after Höch broke up with Raoul Hausmann) until
1935, and the nonchalance of the image reflects both Höch’s openness about this relationship, and her indifference to sexual labels,
which she felt were irrelevant, one way or another, to their partnership. Inscribed by Höch in pen on the curb, “ziehen nach Friedenau.
Rubensstr.,” and with each of the figures identified by her, “Hannah,”
“Ninn,” and “Til” in the image. Torn at the bottom, with a 10mm. (3/8inch) loss along most of the lower margin, affecting only the linocut
line of the frame. With the estate stamp on the verso
(“Nachlass/Sammlung Hannah Höch/ Rössner-Höch”). Very rare.
Berlin, 1933.
$1,800.00
Cf. Lavin, Maud: Cut with the Kitchen Knife: The Weimar Photomontages of Hannah Höch (New Haven, 1993), p. 188ff.
46 Mönchengladbach. Städtisches Museum. JASPER JOHNS.
Das graphische Werk, 1960-1970. 22. Juni bis 1. August 1971. Printed cardboard box (with separate lid), divided into compartments containing a plastic rose resting on a loose reproduction of the same,
and three scrolls printed with catalogue, illustrations, and curatorial
commentary by Johannes Cladders and Carlo Huber. Translated text
by the artist on the interior, a poem originally published in “Art and
Literature” in 1965. Sm. 4to. Edition limited to 550 numbered copies.
Mönchengladbach, 1971.
$1,200.00
Glasmeier, Michael: Die Bücher der Künstler (1994), no. 443
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47 KASSAK, LAJOS. Angyalföld [Angel Field]. 356, (4)pp. Dec.
wraps. With a fine Constructivist photomontage cover by Kassák,
printed in blue and black (small tear).
Budapest (Pantheon) [1929].
$550.00
Magyar Nemzeti Galéria: Kassák Lajos, 1887-1967 (Budapest,
1987), no. 382 illus.
48 KASSAK, LAJOS. Tisztaság Könyve. 115, (3)pp., 8 plates.
4to. Dec. wraps., printed in brown and black, designed by Kassák
and reproducing a relief by him on the front cover. Typography by
Kassák, with occasional elements printed in brown. Published near
the end of Kassák’s exile in Vienna, where he had moved in 1920 in
the face of state hostility to “MA, this volume brings together poems,
translations, and manifestos from the whole of his career, together
with examples of his abstract reliefs and sculpture, set designs, a
Constructivist advertising kiosk, and other work. Among other texts is

his brilliant essay “A reklám” [‘Advertisements’]. Expertly (almost
indetectibly) rebacked; postage stamp on front cover; faint inscription
on title-page.
Wien (Horizont Kiadás/ Fischer Verlag), 1926.
$3,000.00
Budapest. Magyar Nemzeti Galéria: Kassák Lajos, 1887-1967
(Budapest, 1987), no. 274 (illus.); Cf. Benson, Timothy O. & Fogács,
Éva (eds.): Between Worlds: A Sourcebook of Central European
Avant-Gardes, 1910-1930, p. 621ff.
49 (KLIMT) Wien. Vereinigung Bildender Künstler Wiener Secession. XCIX. Ausstellung der Vereinigung Bildender Künstler
Wiener Secession. Klimt-Gedächtnis-Ausstellung. 14, (6)pp., 24
plates (14 of drawings, on heavier stock). Sm. 4to. Dec wraps., with
signet design after Klimt. Introduction by Carl Moll. A little light wear.
Wien, 1928.
$225.00

50 Roma. Galleria La Tartaruga. FRANZ KLINE. (4)pp. (single
sheet of card stock, folded as issued). Open, 277 x 312 mm. (10 7/8
x 12 1/4 inches). Announcement of the artist’s first solo exhibition in
Europe, handsomely printed with offset compositions by Kline in
black on both sides. One small pale stain at fold.
Roma (Galleria La Tartaruga), 1958.
$300.00
51 KOBRO, KATARZYNA & STRZEMINSKI, WLADYSLAW.
Kompozycja Przestrzeni. Obliczenia rytmu czasoprzestrzennego.
[Space Composition. Time-space rhythm and its calculations.]
(Bibljoteki “a.r.” No. 2.) 79, (1)pp., 32 plates with 46 illus. (3 printed in
red, yellow, blue, grey and black, reproducing works by Kobro,
Strzeminski and Stazewski). 15 diagrams, illus. and other figs. in text.
Design and typography by Strzeminski. In addition to numerous
works by Kobro and Strzeminski, the illustrations include work by
Malevich, van Doesburg, Vantongerloo, Moholy-Nagy and others.
Sm. 4to. Modern boards, 1/4 cloth. Orig. wraps., printed in red, blue,
yellow, grey, and black, bound in.
A major work of theory, published in a format reminiscent of the
Bauhausbücher (but with brilliant Polish avant-garde typography), by
the extraordinary Constructivist sculptor Katarzyna Kobro, with the
collaboration of her husband, the artist Wladyslaw Strzeminski.
Kobro (1898-1951), born in Russia and a member of Unovis before
her move to Poland in 1924, was associated with all the Polish Constructivist groups, as well as with Abstraction-Création; in recent
years her sculpture (of which little survives), radical in its rigorous
abstract purity and its use of color, has increasingly been recognized
as among the most beautiful in the history of modern art. “In 1929,
Kobro, Stazewski and Strzeminski—this time with a group of avantgarde poets (Jan Brzekowski and Julian Przybós)—founded the a.r.
group, whose initials referred to the Polish for ‘real avant-garde’
and/or ‘revolutionary artists.’ The group’s manifesto later appeared in
a leaflet, later reprinted in ‘Europa’.... Apart from declarations concerning purely artistic problems, it contained the announcement of
the foundation of the a.r. library, to publish books on modern art and
avant-garde poetry. It was modelled on the earlier Praesens Library,
which had published Wladylaw Strzeminski’s ‘Unism in Painting’
(1928).... His next book, ‘Composition of Space,’ written with Katarzyna Kobro, appeared in the a.r. library (1931)” (“Between Worlds”). “In
the book they developed a theory of the organic character of sculp-
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ture, a fusion of Strzeminski’s Unistic theory of painting and Kobro’s
ideas about sculpture’s basis in human rhythms of movement: “A
work of sculpture should make up a unity with the infinity of space.
Any closure of the sculpture, any opposition between it and the
space, strips it of the organic character of the uniformity of a spatial
phenomenon by breaking off their natural connection and isolating
the sculpture’.... Art historian Ewa Franus justifiably calls the book ‘a
shining example of cooperation, the culminating point of its authors’
symmetrical union’” (Monika Król, in “Central European AvantGardes”). Title-page misbound between pages 14 and 15; original
covers somewhat soiled, reinforced where bound in; internally very
good. Of greatest rarity.
Lodz (Bibljoteki “a.r.”) [1931].
$6,000.00
Benson, Timothy O. (ed.): Central European Avant-Gardes:
Exchange and Transformation (Los Angeles, 2002), p. 348, illus. p.
46; Benson, Timothy O. & Forgács, Éva (eds.): Between Worlds: A
Sourcebook of Central European Avant-Gardes, 1910-1930 (Los
Angeles/Cambridge, 2002), pp. 409f., 661ff.; Centre Georges Pompidou: Présences polonaises (Paris, 1983), p. 212; Museum Folkwang: Contructivism in Poland 1923-1936 (Essen, 1973), pp. 126,
141; Passuth, Krisztina: Les avant-gardes de l’Europe centrale 19071927 (Paris, 1988), p. 201
52 Mönchengladbach. Städtisches Museum. JANNIS KOUNELLIS. 11. Mai bis 11. Juni 1978. Cardboard box (with separate lid),
containing 4ff. of loose card stock, printed with a poem by Aleksandr
Blok, “Die Skythen” (1918), and containing, loosely inserted, a multiple by Kounellis, in which a slender lead rod, affixed to a panel of
heavy cardboard, is covered by a sheet of handmade paper. Sm. 4to.
Edition limited to 440 numbered copies. A fine copy.
Mönchengladbach, 1978.
$1,500.00
Glasmeier, Michael: Die Bücher der Künstler (1994), no. 444
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53 (LÉGER) Éluard, Paul. Liberté. Folding broadside (leporello) on
3 conjoint sheets, with continuous color silkscreen by Fernand Léger
integrated with text, extending the full length of the work (on recto
only). 317 x 1270 mm. (12 1/2 x 50 inches). New fitted cloth
clamshell case. One of 200 hand-numbered copies on heavy papier
Auvergne (Papeteries Richard de Bas), from the limited edition of
212 in all. Pochoir by Albert Jon. First edition (different from the commercial reprint from Seghers, which was printed on ordinary paper
and issued in an unlimited edition, without colophon).
One of Éluard’s most famous and beautiful lyrics, “Liberté, j’écris ton
nom,” published not long after the poet’s death late in 1952, inspiring
one of Léger’s most majestic graphic productions. This copy is
accompanied by the original acetate slipcase, stencilled in white at
the spine with Éluard’s and Léger’s names, which is very rare owing
to its fragility. A fine, fresh and bright copy.
Paris (Seghers) [1953].
$12,500.00
Saphire p. 300; Monod 4214
54 Düsseldorf. Konrad Fischer. RICHARD J. LONG. Sculpture. 21
Sept. - 18. Okt. Postcard, printed in color with a view of the Clifton Suspension Bridge, here overprinted in white with the artist’s name, set
against the surface of the water. The verso, with its preexisting caption
(“The beautiful Avon Gorge...”) is printed with the exhibition information
in the blank section reserved for messages. 87 x 140 mm. (3 1/2 x 5
1/2 inches). The announcement of Long’s first solo exhibition anywhere. Designed by the artist, this altered commercial postcard situates Long’s name so that it seems to be the focus of attention for a
young bicyclist, who has stopped along the side of the river to contemplate the scene. Unmailed. Very fine condition. Rare.
Düsseldorf, 1968.
$475.00
Lippard, Lucy: Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object
from 1966 to 197 (New York, 1973), p. 30; Musée d’Art Contemporain de Bordeaux: Richard Long: Postcards 1968-1982 (Bordeaux,
1983), plate [1]
55 MANOMÈTRE. NO. 6. Aôut 1924. Mélange les langues, enregistre des idées, indique la pression sur tous les méridiens, est polyglotte et suprarational. [Directeur/ Gérant:] Émile Malespine. (20)pp.

Woodcut illustrations by Serge Charchoune and László MoholyNagy. Lrg. 8vo. Self-wraps. Texts by Malespine, Vicente Huidobro,
Pierre Laurent, Tilly Brugman, J. Gonzalez del Valle, César Geoffray,
Julio J. Casal, and Piet Mondrian (“Les arts et la beauté de notre
ambiance tangible”). Nine issues in all were published of
“Manomètre” at irregular intervals between July 1922 and January
1928. Though originating in the provincial center of Lyon, it was a
sophisticated international review, on the Dada-Surrealist axis, but
with a strong Constructivist component as well. The inclusion of
Spanish material is characteristically offbeat and interesting. A fresh,
crisp copy. Rare.
Lyon, 1924.
$1,200.00
Dada Global 140; Almanacco Dada 85; Ades 9.71; Pompidou: Dada
p. 668f. (“Manomètre” by Xavier Rey), no. 1381; Admussen 125;
Chevrefils Desbiolles p. 295
56 MASSOT, PIERRE DE. 5 poèmes. Avec un portrait de l’auteur
par Francis Picabia. (22)pp. Frontis. portrait drawing by Picabia. Sm.
4to. Self-wraps., printed in red and black., Edition limited to 30 numbered copies in all, printed on Johannot paper. The book is dedicated to Marcel Duchamp. Presentation copy, inscribed “Bonjour, Lise,
qui/ J’admire autant que j’aime/ votre vieux ami” and signed with
Massot’s monogram. Very rare.
Paris, 1946.
$600.00
57 MAZUR, MICHAEL. The Inferno of Dante. Etchings by Michael
Mazur. With selections from the Italian, translated in an English version by Robert Pinsky. [Michael Mazur Etchings: L’inferno/ Dante.] 2
vols. (43)ff., 41 original etchings (1 printed in color), plus 1 additional etching which is signed and numbered in pencil by the artist, loosely inserted, as issued. Large folio. The bound edition, limited to 25
copies on Frankfurt White paper, signed and numbered by Mazur in
the colophon (apart from 50 copies in a portfolio edition and 25 sets
of the etchings without text). The etchings were printed by Robert
Townsend at R.E. Townsend Editions. Parallel texts in Italian and
English. Red silk boards, 3/4 black leather. Red silk slipcase.
Georgetown, Mass. (Printed by Robert Townsend at R.E. Townsend
Editions) [2001].
$8,000.00
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58 MEYER, AGNES ERNST & ZAYAS, MARIUS DE. “Mental
Reactions.” Original maquette for “291” No. 2. 722 x 570 mm. (28
9/16/ x 22 1/2 inches). Mixed media collage on white Strathmore
Bristol Board, with original drawing in India ink over traces of
graphite, and clipped typeset texts, printed in black on glossy stock,
glued throughout the composition. Provenance: Estate of Agnes
Ernst Meyer. Six small and unobtrusive tack holes at edges and
sides; occasional discoloration of the glue adhering the typeset portions; residual stain from mold at lower right corner. The work has
received expert conservation treatment from Katrina Newbury, Lane
Associate Conservator at the Museum of Fine Arts Boston.
This is the original maquette for one of the most important early
examples of visual poetry, the collaborative composition “Mental
Reactions” by Agnes Ernst Meyer and Marius de Zayas, published in
the second issue of “291” in April 1915. Its calligrammatic text, by
Meyer, is for the most part set in type (or, in three instances, clipped
from commercial publications)—here, some 69 individual pieces,
trimmed to the size of each element and glued onto the board. The
abstract components of the work are hand-painted by Marius de
Zayas in India ink, entirely with a brush; de Zayas also fancifully calligraphed two words of Meyer’s text (‘Parfumerie de Nice’ and
‘MYSELF,’ the latter being the only instance of penwork in the composition).
The literature on “Mental Reactions,” which Dickran Tashjian has
called “the first successful American attempt at relating the verbal to
the visual as a prelude to Picabia’s machine drawings,” is extensive.
“This collaboration, though hardly a Dadaist conception, certainly
appeared to be radical at the time. Its importance lay in the fact that
the Stieglitz group could quickly assimilate Apollinaire’s techniques to
create a work that had merits of its own... [‘Mental Reactions’]
demonstrated... that the desired nonlinear and nonlogical effects
could be achieved on paper without a photograph, thereby anticipating the simultaneous poetry of Zürich Dada. As the first of several
poems in ‘291’ that would center on womanhood or be written from a
feminine point of view, ‘Mental Reactions’ ultimately pointed to the
myth of the female machine, expressed in the November issue by

Picabia’s drawing ‘Voilà Elle,’ printed beside De Zayas’ exploding
poem ‘Femme.’“
We quote excerpts from Willard Bohn’s reading of the work, in “Visualizing Women in ‘291’“: “While ‘291’ was a far cry from a feminist
journal, it was sympathetic to women’s causes and genuinely interested in women’s contributions to art and literature. Among other
things, women were featured prominently in the review and played
an active role in its development. In addition, ‘291’ was unusually
receptive to women who wished to explore the female condition,
female identity, or their own personal situations. Nowhere is this
more evident than in the realm of visual poetry, which benefited
repeatedly from female inspiration. The second issue contained a
fascinating example of poetic collaboration by de Zayas and Agnes
Ernst Meyer titled ‘Mental Reactions.’ Conceived as a poème
simultané, the text was provided by Meyer, who juxtaposed her
interior reflections with her physical surroundings, and the pictorial
components by de Zayas. Essentially an abstract composition, the
poem’s design illustrates and interprets an extended meditation on
what it means to be a woman. Although the events that Meyer
recounts also involve other people, everything is filtered through
her consciousness. As the title indicates, the emphasis is not on the
events themselves but on her reflections about them (and about
herself). Since the poem also recounts her reactions to an attractive man at a social gathering, it actually revolves about two poles.
For if its subject is ostensibly Meyer’s thoughts, the subject of those
thoughts turn out to be a flirtation. The electricity that passes
between her and the unknown man is the pretext for her reflections,
and the poem’s raison d’être.”
One interesting aspect of the maquette is that while portions of the
text have been laid down as intact paragraphs, others have been
assembled from individually cut words and lines. These inconsistencies, presumably indicating revisions in the text and design, may
yield insights into the composition of the work, as do handwritten
alterations in a manuscript.
Together with: “291” No. 2. A copy of the deluxe edition of the published issue, one of 100 copies (apart from the regular edition of
1000). In this edition, the Katharine Rhoades abstraction is finished

by hand in stencilled blue watercolor, rather than being printed in
blue. Like the maquette, this copy derives from the estate of Agnes
Ernst Meyer. (4)pp. 13 unsigned texts including “Values in Art,” “New
Music,” “Les Soirées de Paris,” “Color Music,” “An Opportunity
Missed,” etc.; drawing by Picabia, “New York,” dated 1913; drawing
by Katharine N. Rhoades, printed in black, with additions in wash;
“Mental Reactions” by Meyer, with drawing and typography by de
Zayas; facsimile musical manuscript, “Bellovées Fatales. No. 12” by
Alberto Savinio.
For discussion of this composition, see: Tashjian, Dickran: Skyscraper Primitives: Dada and the American avant-garde, 1910-1925
(Middletown, 1975), p. 33f.; Bohn, Willard: The Aesthetics of Visual
Poetry (Cambridge, 1986), pp. 185-203; Bohn, Willard: “Visualizing
Women in ‘291’” (in: Sawelson-Gorse, Naomi, ed.: Women in Dada:
Essays on Sex, Gender, and Identity [Cambridge, 1998], p. 247f.); as
well as Ades p. 34.
For discussion of “291” in general, see: Ades pp. 34ff.,42, no. 2.46;
Almanacco Dada 44; Gershman p. 54; Motherwell-Karpel 335; Rubin
p. 53; Verkauf p. 183; Dada Artifacts 80-85; Foster/Kuenzli/Sheppard
p. 284; The Art Press p. 34f.; Homer p. 190; Sanouillet Picabia et
391, II.237f.; Naumann: New York Dada p. 58ff.; Nauman/Venn:
Making Mischief: Dada Invades New York, pp. 218, 268; Pompidou:
Dada, p. 62f., 983f.; Washington Dada p. 283
New York, 1915.
$35,000.00
59 [MICIC, LJUBOMIR] Mitsitch, Lioubomir. Hardi! à la barbarie.
Paroles zénitistes d’un barbare européen. 17 dessins du poète
Branko Ve Polianski. Nécrologie par M. Métèque, membre de l’Académie des Mortels et Fossoyeur du Montparnasse. 154, (2)pp. 17
full-page line-drawn illus. Printed wraps. (a few tiny chips). Prose
poems by Micic in salute to the Barbarian (Balkan) spirit, dedicated
“A mon chien bas-rouge Fan Noli, l’être le plus humain que je connaisse, et au traitres du Zénitisme,” with illustrations by his brother,
the Zenitist artist Poljanski. Presentation copy, inscribed on the
front flyleaf “Vous avez sauvé une fois/ mon portefeuille et je vous/
prie Mlle/ Eve Maret/ de sauver votre coeur/ L. Mitsitch.” Rare.
Paris (Jouve & Cie.), 1928.
$1,250.00
60 MOORMAN, CHARLOTTE. C Moorman in Cooperation with
the New York Department of Marine and Aviation Presents the
5th Annual New York Avant Garde Festival. September 29 11:30
pm thru September 30 11:30 pm [1967]. John F. Kennedy Ferry Boat,
Whitehall Terminal, Staten Island Ferry. Small format poster for the
festival. Single sheet, printed in black over a turquoise blueprint
background showing the layout of the boat. 740 x 185 mm. (ca. 29
1/4 x 7 1/4 inches). Verso blank. 3 horizontal folds, for mailing. Par-

ticipants listed at the head of the sheet include Ay-O, Breer, Christo,
Hansen, Geoffrey & Bici Hendricks, Ray Johnson, Kosugi, Mac Loe,
Moorman, Paik, Sun Ra, Schneemann, Snow, Toche, Bob Watts et
al. Following the list of participants is a very long central column
reproducing the signatures of the artists whose works are being performed: among them, apart from many of the foregoing, Beuys,
Brakhage, George Brecht, Breer, Cage, Chiari, Duchamp, Morton
Feldman, Filliou, Ginsberg, Hansen, Higgins, Joe Jones, Kaprow,
Knowles, Lebel, Ligeti, Mac Low, Ono, Paik, Patterson, Rot, Shiomi,
Vostell, Emmett Williams, Wolpe, La Monte Young, and others too
numerous or illegible to mention. Fresh condition.
New York, 1967.
$600.00
Happening & Fluxus 29.09.67-30.09.67
61 NEZVAL, VÍTESLAV. Absolutní hrobar [The Perfect GraveDigger]. Básne 1937. 225, (3)pp. Frontis. 6 plates hors texte of décalcomanies by Nezval. Sm. 4to. Dec. wraps. Frontispiece, typography
and cover design by Jindrich Styrsky. A very nice copy.
Praha (Fr. Borovy), 1937.
$550.00
Primus 278, illus, 219; Centre Georges Pompidou: Styrsky, Toyen,
Heisler (1982), p. 94
62 (NOVEMBERGRUPPE) An alle Künstler! Mit literarischen
Beiträgen von: Joh. R. Becher, Ludwig Meidner, Bernhard Kellermann, Max Pechstein, Walter Hasenclever, Kurt Eisner, Konrad
Haenisch, Kurt Erich Meurer, Paul Zech. Mit Bildbeiträgen von: Max
Pechstein, César Klein, [Hans] Richter-Berlin, Lyonel Feininger, Milly
Steger, Georg Tappert. 47, (1)pp. 5 illus. Lrg. 8vo. Dec. wraps., printed in red and black with a design by Pechstein. The revolutionary
pamphlet issued by members of the Novembergruppe shortly after its
founding in 1919, envisioning a close alliance between the expressionist artists and the socialist state, and new bonds between the
artist and artisan. A very fine copy.
Berlin [Willi Simon], 1919.
$400.00
Raabe 137; Perkins 125; Lang 265; Rifkind 368A; Marbach 119.4;
Spalek 658
63 (PAIK) Düsseldorf. Galerie 22. Bildschreine von Kalinowski.
Zur Eröffnung am Freitag 13. November, 20 Uhr: “Hommage à John
Cage.” Musik für Tonbänder und Klavier von Nam June Paik (Korea)
ausgeführt vom Komponisten. Single sheet, folding, with photograph
of Kalinowski at work on his assemblages on one side, and text on
the other (including Korean calligraphy next to the credit to Paik). The
very first public performance of Nam June Paik, conducting his
“Hommage à John Cage,” a score for tape-recording and piano, at
the vernissage of this exhibition. Very rare. Mint.
Düsseldorf, 1959.
$400.00
Happening & Fluxus 13.11.59
64 Mönchengladbach. Städtisches Museum. PALERMO. Objekte.
22. Januar bis 25. Februar 1973. 34ff., loose as issued, including
introduction by Johannes Cladders, an excerpt from James Joyce’s
“Ulysses” (in German translation), a catalogue, and 31 offset photographic plates (including a portrait of the artist), the whole printed on
heavy card stock. Sm. 4to. Plain white cardboard box with separate
lid, titled at the side. Edition limited to 440 numbered copies, each
with an original pencil drawing by Palermo on the front of the lid of
the box: a faint abstraction of two diagonal lines.
Mönchengladbach, 1973.
$1,200.00
Glasmeier, Michael: Die Bücher der Künstler (1994), no. 446
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65 PENROSE, ROLAND. The Road is Wider than Long. An image
diary from the Balkans, July-August 1938. (Series of Surrealist Poetry edited by E.L.T. Mesens. No. 1.) (50)pp. 39 halftone photographs
and 1 line-drawn illus. in text. Sm. 4to. Balsa-wood veneer over
boards, printed in blue. One of 500 hand-numbered copies on Art
paper, from the limited edition of 510 in all. One of the most elegant
and advanced of all British Surrealist publications, particularly interesting in the context of Surrealist photography; also with striking prefigurations of Long and Finlay. An historic presentation copy from
Penrose to his first wife, Valentine Penrose, the distinguished
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Surrealist poet and artist, gracefully inscribed “à toi Valentine/ avec
qui j’ai marché/ et je marcherai en long/ et en large” in the center of
the front flyleaf. As Antony Penrose recounts, Roland and Valentine
Penrose, who divorced in this year after a painful four-year separation, remained devoted to one another for the rest of their lives. Other
examples of Penrose’s handwriting are illustrated in Antony Penrose’s memoir (including the presentation copy of this book to his
second wife, Lee Miller, to whom it is dedicated) and in the catalogue
of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art. Extremely fine condition, unusually fresh and clean.
London (London Gallery Editions), 1939.
SOLD
Biro/Passeron p. 325, no. 2254; Cf. Ades 14.67; Penrose, Antony:
The Home of the Surrealists: Lee Miller, Roland Penrose, and Their
Circle at Farley Farm (London, 2001), pp. 18f., 43 (illus.); Scottish
National Gallery of Modern Art: Roland Penrose, Lee Miller: The Surrealist and the Photographer (Edinburgh, 2001), illus. 24
66 PESANEK, Z. Kinetismus. (Kinetika ve vytvarnictvi - barevná
hudba.) 142, (2)pp. Prof. illus. (2 color plates and 1 folding musical
score hors texte). Sm. 4to. Wraps. Acetate d.j. The first book ever
written on kinetic art, by, “the most daring Czech sculptor working
between the two world wars” (Frantisek Smejkal). “Zdenek
Pesánek, the artist closest to Constructivist ideals, found himself on
the fringes of Devetsil. Focusing on the themes and mediums of
motion and modern technology, he developed various forms of
kinetic art. Besides three different versions of the color piano, which
followed or paralleled similar experiments abroad, he created light
fountains and kinetic sculptures. Combining motion, light, sound and

even smoke, his innovative kinetic projects explore such themes as
electricity or flight. At the beginning of the 1930s, he was probably
the first artist to employ neon light in sculpture. He used it with other
new mediums, including programmed electric bulbs, rotors, and
plastic. He was also the author of pioneering publications on kinetic
art, including the first book ever devoted to the subject” (Jaroslav
Andel). Backstrip mended.
Praha (Nákladem Ceské Grafické Unie A.S.), 1941.
$950.00
Houston, Museum of Fine Arts: Czech Modernism 1900-1945 (1989),
pp. 28, 82 (texts by Jaroslav Andel and Frantisek Smejkal); IVAM
Centre Julio Gonzalez: The Art of the Avant-Garde in Czechoslovakia 1918-1938 (Valencia, 1993), p. 432f.
67 PICABIA, FRANCIS. Unique eunuque. Avec un portrait de
l’auteur par lui-même et une préface par Tristan Tzara. (Collection
Dada.) 38, (2)pp. 1 line-drawn illus. Printed wraps. One of 1000 numbered copies on vergé bouffant, from the limited edition of 1025.
Picabia’s long and rather aggressively flip nonsense poem, published shortly before the first issue of his scurrilous “Cannibale.” This
is one of a handful of classic texts issued in the Collection Dada
(Tzara’s ‘Cinéma calendrier du coeur abstrait,’ Breton and Soupault’s
‘Les champs magnétiques,’ and Picabia’s own ‘Jésus-Christ Rastaquouère’ were others) which Hans Richter noted “constitute the
high-water mark of literary production in 1920.” A fine copy.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1920.
$1,800.00
Ades 7.24; Dada Global 210; Almanacco Dada p. 436 (illus.); Gershman p. 34; Sanouillet 142; Motherwell-Karpel 323; Verkauf p. 103;
Richter p. 177; Pompidou: Dada 1281, illus. pp. 271, 742, 671, 790

objecten en grafiek van de West Coast Edizioni O Milaan - Tamarind
Workshop Los Angeles.” Cover designed by Joe Goode. Rare.
Rotterdam, 1970.
$350.00
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68 Paris. Galerie Daniel Cordier. ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG.
Single sheet of heavy wove card stock, printed in orange and
black, folded twice; when opened, the verso takes the format of a
tall folio broadside, with text. 4 halftone illus. (including portrait
photograph). Tall narrow 4to. Self-wraps. Text by David Myers.
Rauschenberg’s first solo exhibition in Paris, which he travelled to
France to attend. Rare.
Paris, 1961.
$275.00
69 (RENGER-PATZSCH) Schreiber-Weigand, Friedrich. Günther
& Haussner KG., Chemnitz. 75 Jahre Fabrik für Seifen und Parfümerien. 63, (1)pp. Prof. illus., including 31 halftone photos by
Renger-Patzsch. Vignettes throughout printed in blue. Lrg. 4to.
Wraps. (slight dustiness). A privately printed anniversary publication
by this maker of soaps and perfumes, with commissioned photographs by Renger-Patzsch, showing machinery, assembly lines, and
workers at various steps of manufacture, as well as views of the facilities and portraits of the owners. Folding jubilee and presentation
cards from the company loosely inserted. Undoubtedly printed in a
small run, and rare. A fine copy.
Zwickau (Privately printed by Rudolf Koch of Förster & Borries),
1937.
$750.00

74 (RUSCHA, EDWARD) Assembling. A collection of otherwise
unpublishable manuscripts compiled by Henry Korn and Richard
Kostelanetz. (162)pp., partly printed on colored stocks. Prof. illus.
(numerous full-page plates; partly in color). 4to. Dec. self-wraps., stapled as issued. Edition of 1000 copies. Texts and images by 42 contributors, including Edward Ruscha, whose “Chocolate” consists of
the title word, set in bold black type on the first leaf, and a handapplied smear of actual chocolate in the center of the second leaf.
The work relates to Ruscha’s Chocolate Room at the Venice Biennale in this year (with a nod to his “Stains” portfolio). Among the other
participants, Vito Acconci (“Notebook Excerpts”), Arakawa, Madeline
Gins, Dan Graham (“‘Ecological’ Rock”), David Ignatow, Alan Sondheim, Keith and Rosemary Waldrop, Hannah Weiner, et al. This is
the first volume of “Assembling,” which came out annually in the
1970s. A fine copy.
New York (Gnilbmessa), 1970.
$450.00
Engberg, Siri & Phillpot, Clive: Edward Ruscha: Editions 1959-1999:
Catalogue Raisonné (Minneapolis, 1999), no. M17
75 Mönchengladbach. Städtisches Museum. REINER RUTHENBECK. 11. Januar bis 20. Februar 1972. 3ff., with texts by Hans
van der Grinten and Johannes Cladders, printed on heavy card
stock, and 9-panel leporello with 32 offset photographic illustrations (on coated stock, verso blank), all loose, as issued in cardboard box with separate lid. Also inserted, in a slot at the bottom
of the box (as issued), a 45-rpm record “Reiner Ruthenbeck
Dachskulptur 1972.” Sm. 4to. Edition limited to 440 numbered
copies. The exhibition was organized by Klaus Honnef, and shown
prior to this at the Westfälischer Kunstverein Münster, Nov.-Dec.
1971, but this catalogue was designed for the Mönchengladbach
exhibition. Box a little worn.
Mönchengladbach, 1972.
$350.00
Glasmeier, Michael: Die Bücher der Künstler (1994), no. 448

70 ROESSLER, ARTHUR. Kritische Fragmente. Aufsätze über
österr. Neukünstler. 101, (3)pp., 68 plates. Sm. 4to. Full calf, gilt at
spine (light wear). Raised bands. Luxus-Ausgabe A: one of 70 handnumbered copies, signed in the colophon by Roessler, printed on
uncut Bütten. Title-page design signed Diveky. Including essays and
selected critical commentary by Roessler (chronologically arranged
for each artist) on Kokoschka, Schiele, Kubin, Paris Gütersloh,
Mestrovic and others, as well as on the War.
Wien (Verlag der Buchhandlung Richard Lányi), 1918.
$650.00
71 Berlin. Amerika-Haus. JAMES ROSENQUIST. 20.9. - 27.10.
1973. Introduction by Karl Ruhrberg. 11ff., printed in blue mimeograph.
Cover photograph of the artist. Folio. Self-wraps., stapled as issued.
Together with the printed announcement card for the exhibition.
Berlin, 1973.
$125.00
72 ROTH, DIETER. 2 Schock schnelle Weichzeichnungen.
1982. 126ff., including 122 full-page drawings. Lrg. 4to. Boards,
designed by the artist. Edition limited to 200 copies, numbered,
signed and dated by Dieter Roth in pencil in the colophon. Reproduced entirely from the original manuscript, without any typeset
elements.
Berlin (Rainer Verlag), 1983.
$600.00
Dobke, Dirk: Dieter Roth Books + Multiples (London, 2004), p. 201 illus.
73 (RUSCHA) Rotterdam. Galerie Delta. Joe Goode, Robert Graham, Kenneth Price, Ed Ruscha. (4)pp., consisting solely of 2 fullpage plates, the first of which is a composition of flies by Ruscha.
Tissue guards. Sq. 4to. Self-wraps., printed in red and blue. Published in conjunction with an exhibition in Novmber 1970, of “foto67

80 (TEIGE) Nezval, Víteslav. Praha s prsty deste. Obálka, frontispice, a typografická úprava: Karel Teige. Vazba: Frantisek Muzika.
204, (2)pp. 3 collage illustrations (1 halftone plate) by Teige, including frontispiece and pictorial title-page; 1 lettrine (Teige). Typography
by Teige. Lrg. 8vo. Cloth. D.j., designed by Nezval (tears at spine).
Teige’s collage illustrations for this collection of poems by Nezval are
a classic instance of the Surrealist fascination with hands: gigantic
hands holding a violin through the window of an apartment; an
obsessional image of hands washing; hands tilting open a façade,
with keys and a fantastical female cyclops.
Praha (Fr. Borovy), 1936.
$400.00
Primus 274, illus. 215, 217
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76 Köln. Galerie Zwirner. DANIEL SPOERRI. 12. September 1963.
Printed strip of paper, ca. 100 x 1000 mm., twisted once and glued
at the ends to form an endless loop (Möbius strip), with continuous
one-line text by Spoerri at the center. Folded several times for mailing purposes. This three-dimensional paper construction was published to announce an exhibition of Spoerri’s works at the Galerie
Zwirner which lasted for seven minutes only. During these seven
minutes, Spoerri boiled an egg and ate it. After this, the exhibition
was over, and works not sold were packed up for transport. A fine
copy. Very rare.
Köln, 1963.
$650.00
77 (STOERMER) Baudelaire, Charles. Der Verworfene. Nachdichtungen von Hans Havemann. Mit sechs Urholzschnitten von Curt
Stoermer. 79, (1)pp. 6 full-page original woodcuts in text. Sm. 4to.
Dec. boards, 1/4 cloth, with front cover illustration by Ernst Schütte
(light wear). One of 700 hand-numbered copies, from the limited edition of 1000 in all, published by subscription. Stoermer, born in 1891,
studied in Paris at the Académie Julien and at Worpswede, together
with Heinrich Vogeler; a contributor to “Der Sturm,” his work was
shown at the Erster Deutscher Herbstsalon and in the Novembergruppe exhibitions. Bookplate.
Hannover (Der Zweemann), 1920.
$400.00
Lang, Lothar: Expressionist Book Illustration in Germany 1907-1927
(Boston, 1976), no. 343; Jentsch, Ralph: Illustrierte Bücher des
deutschen Expressionismus (Stuttgart, 1990), no. 94; Rifkind/Davis 2872

81 TENERIFE. Ateneo de Santa Cruz de Tenerife. Exposición
surrealista. Organizada en el Ateneo de Santa Cruz de Tenerife por
“Gaceta de Arte.” 11-21 May 1935. Preface by André Breton, in Spanish. (12)pp., 12 plates. Lrg. 8vo. Dec. self-wraps., printed in red with
an abstract design. An important Surrealist event. “In May, 1935,
another invitation was extended to the Paris surrealists, this time
from friends of Oscar Domínguez in Tenerife, who for four years had
been publishing a review of modern art, ‘Gaceta de Arte.’ Breton and
Péret went to the Canaries, and met Eduardo Westerdahl, the director of the review, and the poets Doningo Pérez Minik, Domingo
Lopez Torres, Pedro Garcia Cabrera, and Augustin Espinoza. ‘Gaceta de Arte’ organized an exhibition at the Ateneo Gallery of paintings, water-colours, drawings, collages, engravings and photographs, including work by Arp, Bellmer, Brauner, Chirico, Dalí,
Domínguez, Duchamp, Max Ernst, Giacometti, Maurice Henry,Valentine Hugo, Marcel Jean, Dora Maar, Magritte, Miró, Meret Oppenheim, Picasso, Man Ray, Styrsky, Tanguy. Conferences were held,
and Buñuel’s and Dalí’s film ‘L’Age d’Or’ was shown” (Jean). A fresh
copy. Rare.
Tenerife [1935].
$950.00
Sheringham Ac255; Pompidou: Breton p. 220; Jean p. 263f. (illus.);
Gershman: The Surrealist Revolution in France, p.152;
El Surrealismo entre Viejo y Nuevo Mundo (Las Palmas, 1989), p.
50ff.; Milano p. 652

78 SZITTYA, EMIL. Leo von König. 22, (2)pp., 16 plates. Sm. 4to.
Boards, 1/4 cloth (bound by the presentee). Orig. printed wraps.
bound in. One of 150 numbered copies on Japon. A monograph by
Szittya on the German impressionist painter Leo von König (18711944), promoted by Paul Cassirer, whose resignation from the Berlin
Secession helped precipitate the founding of the Neue Secession.
The fascinating Hungarian writer and artist Emil Szittya (1886-1964),
who has been described as a “vagabond apostle of the European
avant-garde,” is noted for his ties to the literary and artistic vanguard
of Cubist Paris, and the Dada movement. Presentation copy,
inscribed by König to the actress Hilde Wolff, “zur freundlichen Erinnerung an die Stunden, die sie im Kreise dieser Bilder verbrachte/
Leo v. König/ März 1936,” with her inscription on the front flyeaf.
Paris (Éditions “La Zone”) [1932].
$500.00
79 TAUT, BRUNO. Ein Wohnhaus. (Reihe der Kosmoshausbücher.) 118, (2)pp., 1 color plate, 1 color chart with tipped-in samples.
104 photos and 72 drawn illus. in text. Sm. 4to. Dec. yellow cloth
with inset photographic illus. First edition. The handsome modernist design, binding and typography are by Johannes Molzahn.
A very fine copy.
Stuttgart (Franckh’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung W. Keller & Co.),
1927.
$375.00
Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page Design 1900-1950 (New York,
2002), p. 234, illus. 317; Sharp p. 129
81
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82 291. [Publisher: Alfred Stieglitz. Editors: Alfred Stieglitz, Paul
Haviland, Marius de Zayas, Agnes Ernst Meyer.] Nos. 1-3, 5/6-12,
March 1915 - February 1916, in 8 physical issues (of 9 all published).
(4)-(6)pp. per issue (all printed on single sheets, folding). Illustrations
as noted. Tabloid folio.
An almost complete run of “291,” constituting eight of the nine issues
published (the complete run is numbered 1-12, due to the doublenumbering of three issues). This set lacks No. 4 and also the photogravure of Stieglitz’s “The Steerage” (in No. 7/8), as is often the case.
It is accompanied by the broadside “‘291’ announces the opening of
the Modern Gallery, 500 Fifth Ave., New York, on October 7th, 1915.”
“291” occupies a uniquely interesting position among the great
reviews of modernist art. It is really the first magazine to style itself
as a work of art in its own right: not simply a venture in luxury printing, as many art reviews had been before it, but a new kind of publication altogether, an experimental series of multiples run off on a
monthly basis in an edition of 1100 copies. It is also the first expression of the dada esthetic on American shores; proto-dada, actually,
dada avant la lettre, before dada had had its baptism in Zürich in
1916. Only Arthur Cravan’s short-lived “Maintenant” can be said to
precede it as an instance of pre-dada sensibility anywhere in the
periodic press. “291” took its original inspiration from Apollinaire’s
“Soirées de Paris,” emphasizing calligrammatic texts and an
abstracted kind of satirical drawing, but it cast these into a much
more dramatic form by moving into a gigantic folio format and simultaneously dematerializing into a single gatefold sheet of paper. The
eccentric purity of this new design is nowhere better seen than in
“291” no. 5/6, the great Picabia issue, with its extraordinary gallery of
machine portraits, subversive abstractions of the review’s own collaborators. Always envisioned as a limited run of twelve numbers,

“291” is the critical link between “Camera Work”—which Stieglitz duly
suspended in the interim—and Picabia’s own “391”—styled as its
radical successor. Issued in a deluxe edition of 100 copies and a
regular edition of 1000, “291” was a financial fiasco, failing to sell
more than eight subscriptions on vellum and a hundred on ordinary
paper, and in the end Stieglitz sold the entire backstock to a ragpicker for $5.80 (“perhaps my gesture was a satirical one,” he wryly
remarked).
“In design and content, there was no periodical in America more
advanced than ‘291’.... [It] was unparalleled anywhere in the world as
a total work of art” (William I. Homer, “Alfred Stieglitz and the American Avant-Garde”).
Contents as follows:
No. 1. March 1915. (6)pp. Cover drawing, “291 throws back its forelock” (caricature of Stieglitz) by de Zayas, printed in black with handstencilled elements in pink wash; “How versus why” by Meyer; “Voyage” (‘Idéogramme’) by Apollinaire; “One hour’s sleep—three
dreams” by Stieglitz; “291” by Haviland; drawing, “Oil and vinegar
caster” by Picasso; unsigned notes on simultanism, sincerism, unilaterals, satirism and satyrism, Matisse and New York, idiotism; drawing, “What is rotten in the state of Denmark?” credited to Steichen,
but attributed by Sanouillet to de Zayas. No. 2. April 1915. (4)pp. 13
unsigned texts including “Values in Art,” “New Music,” “Les Soirées
de Paris,” “Color Music,” “An Opportunity Missed,” etc.; drawing by
Picabia, “New York,” dated 1913; drawing by Katharine N. Rhoades,
printed in blue and black; “Mental Reactions” by Meyer, with drawing
and typography by de Zayas; facsimile musical manuscript,
“Bellovées Fatales. No. 12” by Alberto Savinio. No. 3. May 1915.
(4)pp. Cover drawing by Walkowitz; texts by Rhoades (“I walked in to
a moment of greatness”) and Meyer (“Woman”) integrated into dou-
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ble-page typographic composition by de Zayas; 4 unsigned texts,
including “Being Human in New York” and “Watch Their Steps,”
together with drawing by Steichen and calligram by J.B. Kerfoot. No.
5/6. July-August 1915 [Picabia issue]. (6)pp. (extra-large sheet,
folded twice). 5 full—page drawings by Picabia, printed in black (2
with elements in red, 2 with blue): “Ici, c’est ici Stieglitz, foi et amour,”
“Canter,” “Portrait de jeune fille américaine dans l’état de nudité,” “De
Zayas! De Zayas!” “Voilà Haviland”; text by de Zayas, in parallel
French and English (“New York n’a pas bu d’abord”). No. 7/8. September-October 1915. (4)pp. Texts by Haviland, de Zayas, in parallel English and French. This issue was meant primarily to serve as a
folder for Stieglitz’s photogravure, “The Steerage,” which is lacking
from this copy. This copy is from the deluxe issue of 100 copies on
japon. No. 9. November 1915. (4)pp. Cover drawing (papier collé)
by Braque; full-page typographic text/composition, “Femme!” by de
Zayas; full-page drawing, “Voilà Elle,” by Picabia; full-page drawing
by Picasso. No. 10/11. December 1915-January 1916. (4)pp. (printed on double-size sheet, folded; verso blank). Cover photograph of
Picasso Cubist relief; full-page drawing, “Picasso,” by de Zayas,
printed in black and yellow; painting, “Fantaisie,” by Picabia; poem,
“Musique,” by Ribemont-Dessaignes; lengthy commentary, “La vie
artistique,” by Max Jacob, with drawing, “Max Jacob Portrait” by
Picabia. No. 12. February 1916. (4)pp. Cover photograph of Congolese sculpture; “Narcosis” by Rhoades; text by de Zayas (“Modern
art is not individualistic and esoteric...”); text by Picabia (“We live in
a world in which appearances seem to us absolute realities...”); photograph of sculpture, “Tennis Player—Serving” by Mrs. A. Roosevelt;
lengthy commentary, “La vie artistique” by Jacob. Broadside. “‘291’
announces the opening of the Modern Gallery, 500 Fifth Ave., New
York, on October 7th, 1915.” Single sheet (verso blank). In general,
this run is in extremely fine, fresh condition, and includes the deluxe
issue of No. 7/8, printed on japon (though this issue lacks the gravure
of “The Steerage,” as noted above). Issue No. 5/6 is split at the right
hinge of its triptych format, and the adjacent center panel is slightly
trimmed at its right edge; broadside with minor wear at edges.
Provenance: Agnes Ernst Meyer, one of the editors of and contributors to the review, and an artist and patron of considerable interest
in the history of American modernism.
New York, 1915-1916.
$20,000.00
Ades p. 42f., 2.46; Almanacco Dada 44; Gershman p. 54; Motherwell-Karpel 335; Rubin p. 53; Verkauf p. 183; Dada Artifacts 80-85;
Foster/Kuenzli/Sheppard p. 284; The Art Press p. 34f.; Tashjian p.
29ff.; Homer p. 190; Sanouillet Picabia et 391, II.237f.; Naumann:
New York Dada p. 58ff.; Pompidou: Dada, p. 62f., 983f.Washington
Dada p. 283, pls. 278-282
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83 291. NO. 1. March 1915. [Publisher: Alfred Stieglitz. Editors:
Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Haviland, Marius de Zayas, Agnes Ernst Meyer.]
(6)pp. Cover drawing, “291 throws back its forelock” (caricature of
Stieglitz) by de Zayas, printed in black with hand-stencilled elements
in pink wash. Tabloid folio. Never folded, and in fine condition. Provenance: Agnes Ernst Meyer.
New York, 1915.
$2,500.00
84 291. NO. 2. April 1915. [Publisher: Alfred Stieglitz. Editors:
Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Haviland, Marius de Zayas, Agnes Ernst Meyer.]
(4)pp. Tabloid folio. Never folded, and in fine condition; one corner
slightly bent. Provenance: Agnes Ernst Meyer.
New York, 1915.
$2,500.00
85 291. NO. 3. May 1915. [Publisher: Alfred Stieglitz. Editors: Alfred
Stieglitz, Paul Haviland, Marius de Zayas, Agnes Ernst Meyer.] (4)pp.
Cover drawing by Walkowitz.Tabloid folio. Never folded, and in very
good condition; small chip at head; chip and paper loss at foot of
foldline, affecting the double-page de Zayas image. Provenance:
Agnes Ernst Meyer.
New York, 1915.
$1,750.00
86 291. NO. 7/8. September-October 1915. [Publisher: Alfred
Stieglitz. Editors: Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Haviland, Marius de Zayas,
Agnes Ernst Meyer.] (4)pp. This issue was meant primarily to serve
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as a folder for Stieglitz’s photogravure, “The Steerage,” which is lacking from this copy. Tabloid folio. Never folded, and in fine condition.
Neatly split at central foldline; offsetting to the interior from the missing photogravure. Provenance: Agnes Ernst Meyer.
New York, 1915.
$750.00
87 291. NO. 10/11. December 1915-January 1916. [Publisher:
Alfred Stieglitz. Editors: Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Haviland, Marius de
Zayas, Agnes Ernst Meyer.] (4)pp. (printed on double-size sheet,
folded; verso blank). Cover photograph of Picasso Cubist relief.
Tabloid folio. Never folded, and in fine condition. Provenance: Agnes
Ernst Meyer.
New York, 1915.
$2,500.00
88 291. NO. 12. February 1916. [Publisher: Alfred Stieglitz. Editors: Alfred Stieglitz, Paul Haviland, Marius de Zayas, Agnes Ernst
Meyer.] (4)pp. Cover photograph of Congolese sculpture. Tabloid
folio. Never folded, and in fine condition. Provenance: Agnes Ernst
Meyer.
New York, 1916.
$2,500.00

the card, brilliantly colored in blue, yellow and orange, becomes its
outlandishly oversized front cover.
London, 1987.
$150.00
90 Mönchengladbach. Städtisches Museum Abteiberg. RICHARD
TUTTLE. Sept.-Nov. 1985. 128pp. Prof. illus. (partly in color). Sm.
oblong 4to. Dec. wraps. Parallel texts in German and English. Catalogue in the form of an artist’s book, designed by the artist.
Mönchengladbach, 1985.
$175.00
91 VALLOTTON, FELIX. Crimes et châtiments. (L’Assiette au
Beurre. No. 48. 1 mars 1902. Numéro spécial.) 23ff., with 22 fullpage original lithographs in three colors, including front cover (Vallotton & Goerg 56-78); versos blank. Lrg. 4to. Dec. self-wraps. “Le
présent numéro présent plusieurs innovations, il est lithographié, il
n’est pas imprimé au recto, et son format dépasse le format ordinaire
de ‘L’Assiette au Beurre’” (from the publisher’s notice on the back
cover). Small tear in last plate; a fresh copy, clean and unbrowned,
rare thus.
Paris, 1902.
$1,500.00
Cate and Hitchings 179

(FOR “291” SEE ALSO ITEM 82)

89 London. Victoria Miro Gallery. RICHARD TUTTLE. (12)pp.
Oblong 4to. Self-wraps. An announcement cum artist’s book, in
which the text—consisting solely of Simon Cutts’ poem “Palpa/ for
Richard Tuttle,” in miniature booklet form—is stapled behind the folded edge of an announcement card five times wider than it, such that

92 VORDEMBERGE-GILDEWART, FRIEDRICH. Millimeter und
Geraden. (24)pp., printed on white Holland van Gelder and pink
Pannekoek Renaissance papers. 3 tipped-in halftone plates; 1 linedrawn composition (reprinted on front cover). Folio. Portfolio: all contents loose, as issued, within dec. wrapper, designed by the artist.
Original glassine d.j. Édition de tête, signed and numbered in the
colophon by the artist, from limited edition of 75 copies in all, of

which 1-65 were to be reserved for the artist, and 10 further copies,
designated a-j, were hors commerce. This copy, which Vordemberge-Gildewart has designated “II,” presumably comes from the
first group. The Dutch artist Friedrich Vordemberge-Gildewart
(1899-1962), a member of De Stijl, Abstraction-Création, and
Schwitters’ Ring Neue Werbegestalter, was a pioneer of modernist
typography, as well as a painter. This beautifully designed volume of
poems and Constructivist drawings and paintings—dedicated to ‘the
white line in my yellow painting—was privately published by
Vordemberge-Gildewart himself during the war, while working on a
series of large paintings in a new tonality which greatly excited him.
According to the Wiesbaden catalogue, part of the edition was
destroyed, and copies were already very scarce by the end of the
war, such that in 1946 the artist wrote Kurt Schwitters saying that he
hoped he could put together one for him from loose sheets, since
the edition itself was entirely gone. A pristine copy.
Amsterdam (The artist), 1940.
$3,500.00
“Typographie kann unter Umständen Kunst sein”: VordembergeGildewart Typographie und Werbegestaltung (Landesmuseum Wiesbaden, 1990), no. T440
93 Wuppertal. Galerie Parnasse. 9 Décollagen von VOSTELL.
/Ausstellung Vostell. Décollagen und Verwischungen. 14.9. - 10.10.
1963. 8 folding leaves (32pp.) 1 folding plate in poster format (verso
blank), loosely inserted. Prof. illus., including many full-page photographic plates. 4to. Dec. wraps., stapled as issued. Contents include
an excerpted letter from Jackson Max Low to Vostell, and frames
from a Television Décollage (1963), photographed by Peter Moore.
As explained on the title-page. Vostell’s event “9 Décollagen, oder
(Leben als Bild) oder (Bild als Leben)” could be attended by advance
reservation, in a bus departing from the gallery on opening night, participants to include Josef Beuys, Vostell and others.
Wuppertal, 1963.
$400.00
Happening & Fluxus 14.09.63
94 WALDEN, HERWARTH. Die neue Malerei. Dritte Auflage. 29,
(3)pp., 17 plates (including tipped-in color frontispiece). Sm. 4to.
Wraps., titled in gold. Reproducing work by Kandinsky, Marc, Severini, Léger, Klee, Molzahn, Muche, Schwitters and others.
Berlin (Verlag Der Sturm), 1919.
$250.00
Raabe/Hannich-Bode 322.13; Perkins 76; Spalek 4250

board box, the separate lid bearing the same texts by Weiner as
appear on the poster, again in green. Sm. 4to. Edition limited to 330
numbered copies.
Mönchengladbach, 1973.
$1,500.00
Schwarz, Dieter: Lawrence Weiner Books 1968-1989: Catalogue
Raisonné (Köln: Walther König, 1989): Catalogues no. 8; Glasmeier,
Michael: Die Bücher der Künstler (1994), no. 450
97 WIEN. Vereinigung Bildender Künstler Österreichs Secession. Katalog der XII. Kunstausstellung der Vereinigung Bildender Künstler Österreichs Secession. 45, (31)pp. Lrg. sq. 8vo.
Embossed blue wraps. (slightly sunned at spine). Fine block-printed
endpapers, an unsigned design in apple-green.
Wien [1902].
$350.00
98 WIEN. Vereinigung Bildender Künstler Österreichs Secession. XVII. Ausstellung der Vereinigung Bildender Künstler
Österrreichs Secession. März-Mai 1903. 63, (17)pp. 15 full-page
designs, by Adolf Böhm, Leopold Stolba (2), Ferdinand Andri, Rudolf
Jettmar (2), Friedrich König (4), Josef Hoffmann (3), Emil Orlik, and
Wilhelm List. Lrg. sq. 8vo. Embossed green wove wraps. A fine, fresh
copy. Rare.
Wien, 1903.
$1,250.00
99 WIEN. Vereinigung Bildender Künstler Österreichs Secession. XX. Ausstellung der Vereinigung Bildender Künstler Österreichs Secession. März, April, Mai 1904. 38pp. Lrg. oblong 8vo.
Dec. blue wraps. The hand some graphic design of the catalogue,
with Secessionist ruled frames around the pages, is credited to Adolf
Böhm; cover design by Leopold Stolba.
Wien, 1904.
$400.00
Pabst, Michael: Wiener Grafik um 1900 (München, 1984), fig. 204
100 Paris. Galerie Ileana Sonnabend. ZORIO. (24)pp. 8 full-page
plates in text. 12mo. Dec. self-wraps. Catalogue of the third solo
exhibition by this central arte povera artist.
Paris [1969].
$150.00

95 WALDEN, HERWARTH. Einblick in Kunst. Expressionismus,
Futurismus, Kubismus. Siebente Auflage. 175, (1)pp. Prof. illus. (3
color plates hors texte). 4to. Boards, 1/4 cloth. A fine, fresh copy, rare
thus.
Berlin (Verlag Der Sturm), 1924.
$275.00
Raabe/Hannich-Bode 322.3; Spalek 4238; cf. Perkins 74
96 Mönchengladbach. Städtisches Museum. 8 Arbeiten von
LAWRENCE WEINER. 3 parts, as follows: 1. Introductory text by
Johannes Cladders. (4)pp. (single sheet folding). 2. A Primer. [By]
Lawrence Weiner. (84)pp. Sm. 8vo. Orange wraps. Edition of 2000
copies, published in conjunction with “documenta” 5, 1972. Text in
German. 3. Large folding poster with texts by the artist printed in
green, in parallel English and German. Ca. 780 x 610 mm. (ca. 33 x
24 inches). All three parts loosely inserted, as issued, within card98
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